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________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Introductory words: 

 
GREETINGS TO GOD AND PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! We are welcoming all present from the OTHER 

WORLD very cordially. “Where two or three are assembled in my NAME there I’ll be right in the middle of them,”  

these CHRISTIAN WORDS shall guide all our meetings. We will do this work in HIS NAME so that it will serve 

everybody. Only HE is able to send authorized TEACHERS so that we can receive the TRUTH. We ask CHRIST to 

bless all present here with HIS spiritual PROTECTION so that we won't be a plaything for the antagonist of GOD. We 

know that we have to make the greatest contribution ourselves. – Our destination is to grow through spiritual 

TEACHING, then to be able to distribute the TRUTH where it can fall on fertile ground. We are asking for 

GUIDANCE so that our mission on earth will be justified. We cannot reach this destination under our own steam 

without spiritual HELP. We thank all HELPERS from the OTHER WORLD who support us in this. In this sense we are 

hoping for a blessed and enlightening evening. 

 

 

Words from WHITE EAGLE: 

 

Words from White Eagle: 

 

The conscious unity of man with the divine SPIRIT is the foundation of all knowledge. If your 

thoughts are correct, good and divine, nothing can go wrong. This is why we advice you: Follow 

the LAWS and fear nothing, then the whole life is governed by the spiritual LAW of sowing and 

reaping - and all will be well. Therefore be grateful! 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 
The session started with an opening meditation and an exercise of materialisation under the guidance of the spiritual teacher MAGDALENA. The 

inspirational and automatic writing part of the session followed with the spiritual teachers EUPHENIUS and LUCAS. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Greetings and the start of the questions: 

 

GREETINGS TO GOD AND PEACE ACROSS ALL BORDERS! 

 

EUPHENIUS :This is EUPHENIUS speaking. We greet you in the NAME of GOD and the 

divinity, which is anchored within you and which makes the connection with us and 

to all those who are around you and leads and guides you. We wish, that we are 

successful in guiding you to the point, where you perceive that you are a cohesion 

of many various levels and spheres. You are immersed in a LIGHT, which is fed by 

many souls. They have formed a chain around you, to vouchsafe your protection. 

There a souls with us here today, who participate for the first time, to experience 

that which comprises TRUTH and LIGHT. These are earthbound souls, attracted by 

the SHINING LIGHT. We hope they find the way to the divine PLANE. - We also 

wish, that you are successful in recognising and understanding the structure and the 

HIERARCHY of DIVINITY and that, which is found in the SPIRITUAL REALM. 

 

 We know that for you a lot is strange and beyond understanding. It has the effect of 

very strong unrest on Earth, so that sadness, hate and fears plague human souls. 

This spreads across all planes and through all layers. 

 

 It becomes plain, that you have to realise, that the TRUST in GOD is an 

important characteristic, to gain ones own inner security. 

 

LUKAS :GREETINGS TO GOD, my dear friends!  

 

 We salute you very cordially in the New Year. As we have announced in the old 

year, our topical theme is continued by EUPHENIUS and myself. The 

MESSENGER of LIGHT, SETHAN will take over the management of the circle 

after the conclusion of the theme. We will stay more in the background. My writing 

will continue for a while. During the year, it may also come to a change for me. We 

will find out, if the medium is open for this.  

 

 We have here today other spiritual entities present and observing the proceedings, 

whose existence so far has not been leaning towards the positive. We can reach 

these souls through their attendance of these sessions and we can show them, how 

you endeavour on the physical side of life, to make contact with us, without special 

rituals, only through your inner attitude, which makes it possible to accomplish 

something like that. Through this, they will recognise that they are on the OTHER 

SIDE of life, as many of them are still so strongly attached to Earth, that they don’t 

want to let go. These trials we carry out with these entities are very important, 

because only through practical experience will they believe and are then ready to 

leave this spiritual domain so close to Earth.  

 

 In this way, the spiritual SPHERE around the world is cleansed and ever fewer 

people on this planet will be influenced by negative INSPIRATIONS. 

 

Our attempts to help earthbound souls will be continued by us even if we don’t talk 

about them. Added to this are all your literal compositions, which are spreading 

more and more throughout the world, without you having to make too much of an 

effort. Everything takes its course and we will support this with everything at our 

disposal. 
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(Change in writing style) 

 

LEONHARD :GREETINGS TO GOD! LEONHARD is writing here. 

 

 We have undertaken this test to see, if in this situation, that is to say, without 

preparation, you react to me or if maybe no contact is made. I have kept myself in 

the background in the past, so we could offer you unknown vibrations, to find out 

how you react to them. Then this can’t be foreseen because it is different on an 

individual basis and a time for analysis is necessary. We will continue these tests, so 

that in the future, unknown SPIRITUAL ENTITIES, who want to write with this 

medium, are given the opportunity to do so. I hope you are not annoyed with us, 

that we use your time for such experiments, but they are important. Please accept it 

for what it is. I would now like to say goodbye and to thank this medium. 

 

LUKAS :GREETINGS TO GOD! LUKAS writes again. I am glad to have allowed this 

experiment, through it, my medium could get to know a different type of writing. I 

am very happy, that we could carry this out. Even if my style of writing sometimes 

leads to irritations, my rapid way of writing is to be seen as a forerunner to a 

different kind of automatic writing. Please ask your questions now. 

 

Question :We thank you for your introductory words and for the successful experiment. Now 

to our theme. Can you tell us something about the structure of the spiritual realm? 

 

LUKAS :It is a kind of “succession of layers”, as we might call it for now. There is no 

evolutionary apex of a pyramid, but more a succession of different SPHERES of 

EXISTENCE of various frequencies. In these SPHERES of EXISTENCE live 

ENTITIES who according to their development have assimilated with these 

FREQUENCIES. 

 

 These different FIELDS of FREQUENCIES or LEVELS of VIBRATIONS were 

established by the CREATOR and are suitable for those ENTITIES, who have 

developed themselves accordingly. 

 

 Whoever intrudes unauthorised into higher LEVELS, will not be able to stay there 

very long, due to the existing higher VIBRATION that is perceived as very 

uncomfortable by an ENTITY not developed to cope with it. Maybe one can 

compare it to something like this: If someone looks at the sun without sunglasses, 

he will be highly dazzled. The sunglasses represent the individual development. 

This is naturally only a comparison. 

 

 These SPHERES of EXISTENCE equipped with everything you know: 

Landscapes and the corresponding fauna and flora, whose variety of species 

and colours increase, the higher one climbs in these SPHERES of EXISTENCE.  

At the limit of the incorporeal, the VIBRATION is so high, that the ENTITIES 

living there find any kind of body as an encumbrance and only function as pure 

SPIRIT in this CREATION. These ENTITIES help the CREATOR to expand HIS 

universe, which in its construction is far from being completed.   
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 Your human body is also far from being developed to the stage which is the 

objective. Further development of your physical body will still take a long while in 

your reckoning of time. As above so below. 

 

Question :Does one have to imagine the spiritual realm as a considerably extended palette of 

colours and the higher one climbs in ones spiritual development, the brighter and 

luminescent it gets?  

 

LUKAS :Yes, one can put it like that. Your present physical eyes are limited to a small range 

of possible colours. Only through your open spiritual EYES will this limitation be 

removed. 

 

 These spiritual EYES are dependent on the overall development of the soul and 

can only recognise the colours of the particular LEVEL of VIBRATION the soul 

has developed towards. 

 

 The next higher SPHERE appears to the incompatible EYE like a flood of blinding 

LIGHT, with all the colours of the new domain embedded in it. There is always 

something new to discover. 

 

 The “dead” live in a manner, which you people on Earth cannot imagine, even 

in your dreams! 

 

Question :How does one imagine those so-called IN-BETWEEN SPHERES, where many of 

the souls from Earth supposed to be? Are they zones of mixed-light, which are 

always situated between two SPHERES of EXISTENCE? 

 

LUKAS :No, this is not the way to see this. The IN-BETWEEN SPHERES are bordered by 

SPHERES full of light and the physical planes of existence. They are the zones of 

the co-called “LAND of MIST”. It is more of a mental state, in which the often 

blind and undeveloped spiritual EYES of a departed human from Earth looks as in a 

mist and can hardly distinguish between light and darkness. These SPHERES were 

named by people, who through an experience of death, a so-called near-death 

experience, have been there.  

 

 In the ZONES of these IN-BETWEEN SPHERES live those people, who couldn’t 

decide whether to be for or against the REALM of GOD, those who worshipped 

alcohol and succumbed to other addictions. 

 

 These human souls live in a “ZONE of ORIENTATION”, where after a while they 

will be visited by SPIRITUAL ENTITIES from the LOWER but also by ENTITIES 

from the SPHERES full of LIGHT. These human souls can then decide to which 

plane they want to return to. In the SPHERES full of LIGHT begins an extensive 

training, up to the new reincarnation. 

 

 Question :The Church talks about a “hell” and about the descent of the souls to a darker 

plane. Is it correct about this? 

 

LUKAS :There is no hell, which coincides with the way the Church imagines it to be. Hell 

too is a mental state. A human soul, who has committed crimes against humanity on 

Earth, is confronted daily with their crimes and the repercussions. On the same 
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PLANE with this soul, live similar CREATURES, who have also committed 

crimes. The terrible thing is that they attack each other and - depending on the 

SPHERE - even try to kill each other. This can be most painful for a soul and causes 

dreadful agony for it. The inferior soul naturally doesn’t die, but the daily 

confrontation with such ENTITIES, in a dark, slum-like surroundings and the 

additional confrontations of its own deeds, is hell!  

 
 (Change in writing style) 

 

LEONHARD : Each to his own - the LAWS of GOD govern everywhere! 

 

Question :Does the antagonist of GOD feed these negative PLANES of EXISTENCE with his 

energy or does GOD also provide for these PLANES? 

 

LUKAS :Neither nor. The negative DOMAIN is fed by ENERGIES, which are provided for 

these ENTITIES by the human souls. The CREATOR has never provided his 

antagonist with more VITAL ENERGY then was absolutely necessary for him to 

barely exist. It is the people, who waste their divine ENERGIES and unknowingly 

leave it at the disposal of such VAMPIRES.   

 

Question :Accordingly, all the negative we send out with our thoughts flows to these 

PLANES? 

 

LUKAS :Well, you know that thoughts are ENERGIES, which connect with these PLANES 

and ENTITIES, because they are on the same wavelength. 

 

Question :You once told us, that our negative thoughts return to us. How will this function, if 

these ENERGIES are utilized by negative souls? 

 

LUKAS :There is a SHIELD around the world, which acts as a reflector. This prevents the 

dark ENERGY you create with your thoughts, from flowing into the divine 

universe. All negative ENERGIES stay around the Earth and influence you to such 

an extend, that you think and become even more negative. This increase in energy 

received daily from you, is most welcomed by the DARK SIDE, it furthers the 

thought process of the spiritually blind person with the corresponding inspiration. 

The antagonist undertakes everything, to keep humanity in spiritual darkness so that 

he can continue, as a non-existent entity and ridiculed as a clown, to wreak havoc. 

There couldn’t be a better disguise for him! 

 

Question :Therefore it follows that all wars are a welcome SOURCE of ENERGY for the 

NEGATIVE and for the antagonist himself? 

 

LUKAS :Oh, yes, this is unfortunately so. A better SOURCE of ENERGY doesn’t exist for 

the antagonist. You people and nobody else, place the necessary VITAL 

ENERGIES at the disposal of him and his entourage, which will set off 

catastrophes. Many people ask in spite of this: What have I done to deserve this? 

Reverse your thinking process and realise, who is behind all of this and who in 

reality causes all the problems on your planet. Once you know about the reasons 

behind it all, you will find it easier to handle difficult people. Maybe this difficult 

person is subject to special hostilities from the antagonist and reacts in an 

exaggerated fashion. Please think about it. It is important! 
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Question :What kind of garment does one wear in the spiritual realm and what is its function? 

 

EUPHENIUS :There are PLANES of LIGHT, where the physically ethereal body is still important 

and useful for the soul. This changes as the soul climbs the divine, planned STEPS. 

There are PLANES, where everything acts only through energetic VIBRATIONS, 

that is to say, through the SOURCES of LIGHT. There are PLANES, where souls 

need these physically ethereal elements, because they give them an inner security 

and because it preserves a feeling of completeness. How the issue of body and 

garments is handled, is very diverse on these PLANES. The form of the soul too, 

that is to say, how the soul perceives itself, is independent from the way it has left 

Earth. It can certainly happen, that a seventy year old sees himself as a thirty year 

old and takes on this form in the spiritual realm accordingly, to accomplish its 

education in this physical form. These are all different perceptions, which each soul 

uses for itself. We ourselves need these physical appearances only as an aid to 

communicate with you, that is to say, through automatic writing or through 

perceptions in dreams or through perceptions in meditation. We do not need these 

physical forms anymore. We exist in LIGHT and through ENERGY 

VIBRATIONS.    

 

Question :What kind of garment do you personally prefer? 

 

EUPHENIUS :Garments - the kind you know - made from similar materials as on Earth, we do not 

have. What you call clothes, we can only describe to you in three-dimensional 

terms, it is LIGHT flooding and inclosing our soul, our spirit and our inner core. We 

are encased in a garment of LIGHT. These are energy VIBRATIONS, which encase 

our SELF; that is to say, we don’t wear pants, no shirt or coat. 

 

Question :So you do not wear a garment similar to a toga worn in ancient Rome? 

 

EUPHENIUS :We have to disappoint you. This is not the way we see ourselves. The team here is 

a circle, that surrounds you with POINTS of LIGHT. We do not have a human 

form, but consist of pure divine ENERGY of LIGHT. 

 

Question :Which colour of LIGHT do you prefer? 

 

EUPHENIUS :This varies. At this moment, we are here encased in a white LIGHT. But it can 

happen that we absorb other energetic colours through you and we try to 

compensate for them. It can be an interplay of colours between green, blue and lilac. 

The predominant colour however is a divine yellow/white, through which all other 

colours of the spectrum, who originate from white, shine. 

 

Question :There are supposed to be houses and towns in certain spheres of the spiritual realm. 

What can you tell us about that? 

 

EUPHENIUS :We can say yes to this. There are SPHERES - as I have tried to explain before, 

where it is important for souls at their level of development, to have these elements 

around them so they can process and absorb them again. It is important for these 

souls, to observe and absorb the things you know here on Earth, like houses, human 

shapes, animals, plants, the air, the sun, the moon and all the other elements. It is all 

a fiction of the soul. The reality is a different one. 
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Question :Are the buildings on the other side artfully constructed? 

 
 (TB: yes) 

 

EUPHENIUS :Each soul has the possibility of self-creation and modelling. There are certainly 

master-builders, which are able through their spiritual capability, to visualise and 

then build houses. The human souls, who live there, need this inner firmness, to take 

the next step in their development. 

 

Question :How do the houses, art and the culture differ from the non-white races? 

 

EUPHENIUS :If a coloured person changes over to the spiritual realm, he will naturally take the 

form of a coloured person on this plane. As I said before, this is a fiction of the soul, 

because such a soul needs this to gain an inner firmness. The soul uses this firmness 

to take the next step, to go to the next continuation. It is certainly possible for a 

developed soul to decides to dissolve its ethereal body and to live as an ELEMENT 

of LIGHT. The houses, the human likeness and presentation, all are an illusion. This 

is only visible for the ENTITIES there, looking through the eyes of these souls. Our 

TEAM her sees this PLANE through a completely different magnifying glass: We 

only see the pure souls and not their physical make-up and we also don’t see what 

they have created for themselves. 

 

Question :What kind of work are they doing on the other side? 

 

EUPHENIUS :It is like this, these souls begin to work with reality, that is to say, that they 

naturally try to do some work by materialising into a human form. This work is not 

to be understood the way you know it on Earth, that one grabs a bag, goes to the 

office or some other place of work. Because money and generally material is not 

present on this PLANE, it means that work in that sense cannot be regarded as such, 

the way you know it on Earth. The word “Work”, on this PLANE entails 

devotedness to nature, devotedness to the individual senses, that is to say, the 

intensification of the individual six senses, namely to perceive super sensitivity and 

all that, which earthly nature tried to bring closer to you here on Earth. 

 

 There is harmony between the souls on the other side and nature and this is the 

subject of learning on that PLANE. 

 

Question :Can someone follow their predisposition, as an example, an artistic activity or in 

research, tendencies he couldn’t follow during his life on Earth, because he had to 

practise a profession and there was no time left for it? 

 

EUPHENIUS :That’s how it is. All the opportunities missed out on here on Earth are available. 

You are subject to completely different rules and norms here on Earth. You are set 

in your own dogmatic attitudes and too strongly subordinated to your laws on Earth. 

You cannot unfold your soul on earth the way you would like, because you always 

run against the restrictions of your surroundings and because you have dogmatic 

laws on Earth. All of this is not possible in such a SPHERE. There you’ll have the 

opportunity to unfold all the things you missed out on, your LEVEL, your 

ETHEREALITY and to prepare yourself for the next goal.  
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Participant  :There are supposed to be schools, art galleries and concert halls there, particularly 

music and the arts play an important part there. Is this the case? 

 

EUPHENIUS :To this we can say that especially this topic is of high importance where many 

souls have missed out on Earth. This topic sharpens the senses and the ethereal and 

also the other ELEMENTS of VIBRATION that surround you. All ethereal bodies 

receive the opportunity to develop this potential. It is such, that these BODY 

VIBRATIONS which surround you, cannot develop because you do not analyse 

these VIBRATIONS enough. You have opportunities, for example, with meditative 

music, to activate this ethereal body, unfortunately this is not done often enough and 

therefore your soul has a need to catch up, this is especially encouraged on this 

PLANE. 

 

Question :How do you assess our modern art on earth? 

 

EUPHENIUS : Every era, every epoch on your Earth is subject to different levels of development 

and different directions. We have no intentions to assess this. Each must find and go 

its own way. Every direction, be it political, in the fields of science, in music or in 

designing, is subjected to its current epoch. In your life on Earth, you have gone 

through the various epochs, let’s take music for instance. You have got to know the 

different directions of music in your life and have reached a point, where you can 

consciously decide, which music is good for your soul and which is not.  

 

Question :Let’s assume that someone has a normal passage into the spiritual realm. Would he 

end up where his relatives, friends and acquaintances live or do you decide where 

he belongs? 

 
 (TB: No, not us!) 

 

LUKAS :We don’t decide anything. It is always the soul itself. Based on its life on Earth, the 

soul decides the particular PLANE of EXISTENCE it goes to after their physical 

death. If a soul comes to the spiritual realm and doesn’t know anything about its 

new environment, it will have to be looked after in a different way, than a soul who 

knows about this PLANE of EXISTENCE. A sick soul, sick in a sense that in its 

earthly incarnation, it didn’t find itself, is received differently again.  

 

 As far as you’re concerned my friend, you have been strengthening your knowledge 

base over many years. Your soul registered this. Your earthly intellect and your soul 

are hardly at variance in this respect. The problem with you is your lack of faith, 

that GOD, the FATHER and his REALM could help you with your earthly 

problems. If you learn and accept this, it will not be a problem for you, to leave your 

body with any major problem, when your time comes. 

  

 Earthly life is a school, but first of all a character school for the spirit, even if is 

not seen as this by people.  

 

 You already know, that each soul is collected by its relatives and friends, but if it is 

going to be possible to stay together, depends on the spiritual LEVEL of 

DEVELOPMENT and therefore they will have to part company. Each to his own. 
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Participant :You once told us, that you could read our thoughts. I have quite often mentally 

asked a question, but have never received an answer from you. 

 

LUKAS :This is how it is and how it will stay, no foundation of trust can be built in this way. 

The positive, spiritual WORLD rejects these sorts of games. The negative side is in 

its element here, that is to say, they allow this, so they can bond people to them 

(Spiritism), then only through sensationalism are you prepared, to participate 

immediately and without doubt. Positive schooling takes longer! We would like to 

achieve, that every soul builds as much trust in GOD and HIS HIERARCHY as 

possible, before it once again leaves the school of Earth. Sensations will not help 

you in the spiritual realm! 

 

Interjection :We grow with you, not unlike a family and therefore you can give us hints, how 

one should behave if one is sick, for instance. Why do you not give us hints, without 

us asking?  

 

LUKAS :Unfortunately, you don’t listen. How often has it been tried to reach you, through 

your INNER VOICE and by activating your sensitivity? What would you gain, if 

we make the tables fly around here, the way it happened in the circle of Herbert 

Viktor Speer, in Berlin? What would you learn from that? - You would ask for 

something like that to happen over and over again, without an end in sight. The 

learning effect would be absolutely zero.  If our instructions, when the words 

written on paper are not enough, when our inspirational thoughts are not believed, 

then we have done all that is possible for us to do, from our side .  

 

 Apart from that, we reject any kind of physical staging, because it will not 

promote the spiritual development of mankind.  

 

 You only think about yourself, without ever thinking that your protocols are read 

around the world and above all are believed, because these people - unlike you - 

read these protocols with their heart and not the way you handle it. Review your 

attitude! - Apart from that, you refused any direct contact with us by terminating 

any mediumistic education. How will you collect self-experience, if you refuse to 

utilise the experiences on offer?   

 

Participant :The termination of my education had nothing to do with a doubt in you or the belief 

in GOD. It exclusively had to do with myself and the belief in myself. The pressure 

I put on myself to succeed was too great for me.   

 

LUKAS :We know that. But now you want to see the sensational, which you can experience 

within yourself, if you could only muster the courage. Consider: Even a student of 

mathematics will not become a master of his trade, if he only has a short period of 

tuition.  

 

Question :What kind of connections are there to archangels in the spiritual realm? 

 

LUKAS :There is a hierarchical structure of education, that is to say, Archangels enlighten 

CARRIERS of LIGHT, CARRIERS of LIGHT enlighten MESSENGERS of 

LIGHT etc. Apart from this, the higher ANGELS have the assignment from GOD to 

further develop the universe with HIM. The ARCHANGELS are the right hand of 

GOD. These great ENTITIES full of LIGHT, of which the SOUL of CHRIST is 
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one, are the true SONS of GOD, whom HE has many of and whom HE sends to the 

far distant regions of HIS wonderful CREATION. The construction of the universe, 

with all its present energetic areas, is far from being completed. GOD engages only 

ENTITIES HE can absolutely trust, to continue with HIS CREATION. 

 

 Something else: It is important, that you ask and discuss with us all the 

questions which touch your inner self, only then will your blockages be removed 

and worked out! 

 

EUPHENIUS : We would like to say to you, that it is very important to recognise your blockages 

and try to tear them down, so you are free again for that, which you need to stabilise 

your inner fortitude and structure within you. There are different possibilities for 

you to strengthen this, so you can recognise when answers are not the truth and 

when they are words, which have come to you from the spiritual realm. 

  

 You have the opportunity, through meditation and your inner inspiration, to 

train and verify this on a daily basis. We know that it is hard for you, to absorb 

this within you in small quantities and little steps. But how can this external 

experience help you, if your inner INTERESTS are not able to process it? 

 

 You carry all within you and have enough information about us, about yourselves, 

about your soul and your own divine spark, that you can spiritualise this for you. 

 

Participant :Interesting that you talk about blockages, then after the ending of this topical 

theme, we have chosen “blockages” as the new theme.  

 

EUPHENIUS :You all have blockages in many of your human factors. These have come about 

through experiences, which you haven’t recognised and not come to terms with. It 

would be a subject matter here, to be able to advance, to arrange your life on earth 

and also to intensify your spiritual capabilities. A lot is buried under rubble and lies 

fallow, so you can’t recognise which capabilities and which possibilities you have to 

conquer you life and to control your thoughts and your power of reason. 

 

Question : Thank you for the additional pieces of information. - Staying with the theme: One 

often hears the question about where the other side is situated. How can one answer 

this? 

 

EUPHENIUS :The other side is in the midst of you and intertwined with what you call “matter”. It 

is an invisible PLANE, which, because of your physical coarseness is not visible. 

The other side is an expansive dimension, which includes the atmosphere of Earth 

and by all means is certainly within your grasp. 

 

 It is hard for you to comprehend, that you are already present in the spiritual realm 

without knowing it. You are facing VIBRATIONS, which you can’t perceive 

because of your physical coarseness. These PLANES which surround you, are full 

of LIGHT, clear and contain warmth. It is hard for you to deal with the fact, that 

you register the spiritual realm every day through you body and your senses and still 

cannot observe it. It is inconceivable for you, that you wander through GODS 

GARDEN every day and do not recognise this. These are STAGES, which expand 

into the far reaches of the universe. 
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 The spiritual realm starts with matter and ends with the divinity of the 

CREATOR. 

 

Question :Accordingly, matter and the spiritual realm infuse with one another? 

 

EUPHENIUS :It is an interwoven unity, which cannot be separated from each other. 

 

Question :Is there around these interrelated dimensions the VIBRATIONS of GOD, 

enveloping all and acting towards the centre? 

 

EUPHENIUS : One can describe it like that, to make it clearer for you. It is hard for us to explain 

this, because it is hard for you imagine how the divine PLANES connect with each 

other. Divinity is present in every one of you people. In the spiritual realm, in your 

material world and all around you, exist divine ENERGIES and VIBRATIONS, 

otherwise LIFE’S ENERGY would not be available to you.  

 

Question :You said: “These PLANES which surround you, are full of LIGHT, clear and 

contain warmth”. In an older protocol it states that, the Earth is enveloped by a 

negative, destructive ENERGY. There seems to be a contradiction here. 

 

EUPHENIUS :It is not a contradiction as such. It was the SPHERES of the spiritual realm which 

were meant with this, it begins one centimetre, one millimetre above the surface of 

the Earth, or put another way, it starts directly there where you now sit. These are 

DARK SPHERES, which also surround you, we talked about, which are subject to 

another SUBSTANCE and which contain completely different FUNCTIONS and 

ELEMENTS. From a spiritual point of view, the Earth has a totally different 

structure and a completely different LAYER STRUCTURE. 

 

Question :You further say, that the spiritual realm and matter were an “interwoven unity”, 

inseparable from each other. Is matter the opposite polarity to the spiritual realm? 

 

 EUPHENIUS:Matter is an important element, it is here so you can mature as souls. The one is 

inconceivable without the other. 

 

 Matter will only then dissolve, when all souls have changed over into the 

spiritual realm and entered into the LIGHT of GOD. At this moment in time, the 

interplay between matter and the spiritual realm is absolutely necessary for the 

complete development of the soul. 

 

Question :What happens to matter, when the last soul has returned to the HOUSE of the 

FATHER?  

 

EUPHENIUS :Matter then will be superfluous. This can be recognised by you, in that souls, who 

have reached a higher status, do not need the coarseness of matter anymore. There 

are only energetic VIBRATIONS and ELEMENTS of LOVE. A physical 

embodiment of any kind and in any way is not necessary anymore. There is only the 

embodiment of the spirit. 

 

Question :Accordingly, there existed no matter before the fall of the angels? 
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EUPHENIUS :That’s how it is. Matter is a component that came into being on the strength of 

ancient, original history. 

 

Question :Most people are of the opinion that it is early enough to concern themselves with 

the other side, once they have arrived there. They are of the opinion, that it is more 

important to concentrate on the physical life, than to escape into these kind of 

irrational areas. What is your opinion on this? 

 

EUPHENIUS :We have expressed our opinion on numerous occasions. To engage your thoughts 

with the other side is important for your spiritual development, it helps to 

understand everything which consciously approaches you, namely, that the life on 

Earth represents only one phase of a unit. It is like the distance of a few millimetres 

on a tremendously long urge to develop, which all of you here on Earth have in 

front of you. It is only a safety mechanism, when such statements are made. There 

are fears behind it and an “I don’t want to-know” attitude and also the belief that 

there is more then what you can recognise here on Earth. In your world, the pursuit 

of these questions is still ridiculed and denied. 

 

 You here penetrate this theme in a fine, filigree like fashion, so your soul can get to 

know it. You are running towards a steep mountain which the Church, through its 

belief system, has placed here on Earth. It is a mountain of mistakes and untruths, 

which has developed through wrongful statements. It would be a lot easier for each 

soul, if it possessed the realisation, that this episode here on Earth is only a short 

stage of their life. The TRUE LIFE is a completely different one. But many people 

thrust aside these imaginations, because they need proof, which is hard to find here 

on Earth! Consider: There are VIBRATIONS here, which not only contain the 

divine, but also the negative. The black ELEMENTS also use their powers to 

confuse and capture you. 

 

 Only by asking what’s in your heart, can you find the TRUTH. It cannot be 

brought to you from the outside. 

 

 Only you decide what you believe, think and feel. This was planted in you by the 

DIVINE and through that, by what identifies you to the outside as a being of GOD. 

Every soul carries within it the responsibility to decide by itself, if the concept of 

continued existence is real or not. We, as SPIRITUAL TEACHERS, can only 

inform you. The decision and the inner attitude has to be made by each one for 

themself. 

 

Question :Can one come to the conclusion, that all people have to accomplish their own 

salvation sooner or later, either in one world or ANOTHER WORLD and that it is 

definitely in GOD’S MIND, that people should take an interest in the other side 

during their lifetime on Earth? 

 

EUPHENIUS :That’s how it is. Otherwise our assignment here would not have divine approval, 

but we, as SPIRITUAL TEACHERS would act on our own accord.  

 

Question :A person incarnated into the physical, because of its lack of foresight, can hardly 

avoid the pitfalls in life. Is it the same in the spiritual realm? 
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EUPHENIUS :There are different trials and goals in the spiritual realm, which you have to work 

out. It is not the case that you are held in high esteem and venerated - the way you 

experience this in the physical world - based on profits and all the things you have 

worked for. In the spiritual, completely different values apply. What is appraised 

there is: 

 

 How humanly you have treated each other. 

 

 How you perceive the divine LAWS. 

 

 How willing you are, to let this divinity within you, grow and mature. 

 

 These are two completely different planes, containing totally different 

developments. Here on Earth, you are influenced by all that physically surrounds 

you, torn to and fro by external expectations. These expectations do not exist in the 

spiritual realm. You can further develop yourself at the speed of your choice and 

according to your inner spiritual constitution.  

 

 You are embedded in LIGHT and LOVE, which you have no perception for here on 

Earth. You experience these kind of inner elations very seldom and for only a short 

time. You are so earthbound, that you cannot recognise the SPIRITUALITY within 

yourself. 

 

Participant :I could experience such an impulse of elation once, when I was in the alpine 

regions, but it disappeared immediately.  

 

EUPHENIUS :These perceptions, which many human souls here on Earth get a glimpse of, last 

seconds only, when they open themselves and create a connection, through the 

individual chakras, with the spiritual realm. These are just matters of seconds. You 

have to imagine that in the SPHERES of LIGHT of the spiritual realm, this feeling 

of elation and comfort is a permanent condition. 

 

Question :Many so-called mediumistic contemporaries on television act in a high and mighty 

fashion, so that many spectators are taken aback. After such an exhibition, most 

refuse to even consider taking an interest in spiritual matters and one cannot blame 

them for this. Do you see this as a problem later on, when these people can hardly 

be approached anymore? 

 

EUPHENIUS :It was the wish of these souls to get to know another LEVEL and they were once 

again confronted with the physical world. They recognised that the mediums present 

there were only after money, after power, after fame, after credibility and especially 

after distinctiveness.  Therefore a deep disappointment and sadness arises within 

them and the souls shut themselves in and create a blockage. This too is a blockage, 

which is set from the outside. These human souls suffer, because they hope, that 

they can open a little door to another LEVEL, as it was promised. These are 

disappointments, fears, sadness and also desperation, which come to the surface 

after such an experience. These people emerge themselves into an indifference, 

which expresses itself in that they are not alert and mindful for any signs, which 

really do come from the spiritual realm to them. 

 

Question :There are young and old souls. Where are the old souls in the spiritual realm? 
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EUPHENIUS :The older souls are on different LEVELS. It is not the case that all older souls are 

on one LEVEL. The older souls are not to be labelled after the time span they’ve 

existed, only because they have passed through different lives and different 

LEVELS. These are souls who have divested themselves of their physical body 

after a certain level of development and find their way to a DOMAIN of ENERGY. 

These souls are certainly capable to once again adopt the physical, to effect 

schooling and companionship for younger souls. 

 

 To arrange old souls and young souls into groups is somewhat misplaced. There are 

mature souls and there are others, who are just at the beginning of their spiritual 

development. After a long period of waiting and trying to comprehend, they get on 

their way to let their inner being mature and to develop themselves further. This 

mentioned arrangement of placing souls into groups is subject to your idea of 

values. All souls are equal to us and we do not differentiate between them.  

 

Question :In one of the psychic messages it states: “Thoughts control everything on the other 

side. If we on the other side for example think of someone we love, we can be 

immediately at their side, it makes no difference, whether they are in our world or in 

your physical world.” - Can you confirm this statement? 

 

EUPHENIUS :Well, thoughts were once before a theme of this circle. Thoughts are ENERGY 

VIBRATIONS. Consider, we too are FORMS of ENERGY and thoughts come to us 

through these LEVELS of ENERGY. You can call us in thought, so we can place a 

SHIELD around you and protect and guide you. You can also ask a soul that has 

RETURNED HOME, in your thoughts for forgiveness if you didn’t have the 

opportunity to do so while they were still here. Through the ENERGY FORM of the 

power of thought, you have the opportunity to notify a soul in the spiritual realm 

and to give it information. These are opportunities you haven’t realised up to now.  

 

Question :How long does it take on average, without reincarnating into the physical in the 

between time, for a soul to be mature enough to enter into the next higher SPHERE? 

 

EUPHENIUS :This varies tremendously and can not be determined by us. Consider, that there are 

no ELEMENTS of TIME in the other SPHERES of EXISTENCE. Time factors are 

a purely physical element, which are not present in our spiritual WORLD. To make 

it clearer to you, it takes a lot of schooling and many earthly reincarnations to lead a 

soul further in its development. There are a lot assignments a soul takes on, until it 

is ready to progress further into ethereality. The change from the physical to the 

ethereal is a long process, which cannot be measured by numbers. Such a process is 

only measurable through faith, through divinity and through the heart. The soul also 

matures here on Earth and takes a great potential with it into the spiritual realm. 

 

Interjection :You said, that there is no time factor in the spiritual realm. But if you have to 

undertake a certain assignment, there would have to be a factor of time involved. 

 

EUPHENIUS :Our assignments, which we have to complete, are not measured by time, because it 

happens in a divine and psychical way. That is to say, our thoughts and what we do 

is a flowing process, that cannot be graduated by hours, days or month. We are not 

subjected to a unit of time, so that we know when an hour or a minute has passed. 

We cannot absorb this into our consciousness, that’s how I would describe it for 
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now. We exist in the here and now in being-ness. We rest in this being-ness and are 

not subject to any controlling factors. You people are subjected to your temporal 

time controls. We don’t have these and that’s where we differ. You live under 

limited time factors. We are not subject to these time factors. 

 

Question :Could it be, that a reincarnation into the physical accelerates the spiritual 

advancement of the soul faster, than if would have remained in the spiritual realm? 

 

EUPHENIUS :This also is very differentially. It depends for example, if souls were incarnated 

here on Earth to make reparation to a soul who is here to further develop itself. If 

this is the case, souls quite often come back to Earth, to wipe the slate clean, so to 

speak, between one another. Something like that takes a little longer in the spiritual 

realm, as one doesn’t know in advance on which PLANE or DOMAIN the returning 

soul is settled down. A soul, who sets itself such an assignment on Earth, is subject 

to special spiritual PROTECTION. 

 

Question :Psychosomatic illnesses develop first in the spiritual body and only then does it 

make the physical body sick. Once the physical bogy dies, the psychosomatic image 

of illness is still within the spiritual body. Accordingly, just about every deceased 

person would arrive in the spiritual realm, sick. Is this perception correct? 

 

 EUPHENIUS:The physical body hands these ELEMENTS, these contaminations, on to the soul, 

because of an interrelation. As the soul, because of these contaminations, is 

hindered in its expansion, it is obvious that the soul enters the spiritual realm sick. 

 

 Most souls who slide into the spiritual realm, are in need of a convalescing-

sleep, to cleanse themself of all they have brought back from the physical life on 

Earth.  

 

 These souls need this gentle time of recuperation, to prepare themselves again for 

the spiritual realm. They were burdened by pollutants and sickness, which affected 

their VIBRATIONS. These VIBRATIONS are returned to the physical through the 

SILVER CORD.  

 

Question :You said, that harmful VIBRATIONS are returned to the physical via the SILVER 

CORD during the convalescing-sleep. How can this happen? 

 

EUPHENIUS :It is like this, certain ELEMENTS associated with the SILVER CORD, certain 

earthly-physical SUBSTANCES, are given back to the deceased physical body, 

because they are not needed in the spiritual realm anymore. A soul, who stays in the 

spiritual realm, doesn’t need these earthly elements anymore. The soul also adopted 

ELEMENTS of VIBRATION of Earth and they too are given back to physical 

matter. 

 

Question :How can physical, harmful substances influence the soul, if the spirit reigns over 

matter? 

 

EUPHENIUS :We didn’t mean chemical elements which lead to illnesses, when we said “harmful 

substances”, but impressions, crisis and levels of emotions, which are triggered by 

your experiences here on Earth. Just think about your wars, death and violence and 

the dark PHANTOM OBJECTS, which accompany you here on Earth. These are all 
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images the soul absorbs and these images are returned, because there is no need for 

them in the spiritual realm. 

 

Question :What happens to the SILVER CORD during the crossing over into the spiritual 

realm? 

 

 (TB: Nothing.) 

 

LUKAS :The SILVER CORD initiates the dissolution of the connection to the physical. 

 

 This contact with the physical world allows the breathing of life into the physical.  

If this connection is severed, it is like removing the power-cord of an electrical 

appliance from its power source. The cable stays in place, only the connection to the 

“live from the power point” - in inverted commas - is severed. You have to imagine 

a similar situation; if a soul interrupts its connection with the physical and the 

ENERGY FLOW is severed then the ENERGY LINE has done its duty. 

 

Question :Does the SILVER CORD dissolve? 

 

LUKAS :No, the SILVER CORD doesn’t dissolve, as that ENERGY isn’t lost. 

 

 The soul hauls in the SILVER CORD, which is part of its ethereal BODY and 

disengages the connection itself.  

 

Question :Does the ENERGY LINE - as you call it - contain IMPULSES and 

INFORMATION in its interplay with the spiritual realm and matter? 

 

LUKAS :“Contain” is the wrong expression. The energy connection to your electrical 

appliance doesn’t contain any impulses either, but they flow from an appointed 

power source when needed. 

 

Question :Is the SILVER CORD therefore a part of the ethereal PLANE? 

 

LUKAS :Yes, that’s how it is. 

 

Question :What are the signs an outsider can recognise, if a soul is ready, to leave its physical 

body? 

 

LUKAS :Many people, who look after a dying person, feel this. But there are not many that 

qualify. It is often the case, that someone looking after a dying person has an inner 

calling to do so. There are many possibilities to recognise, if a soul is getting ready 

to vacate its physical body. Starting from psychic phenomenon to noises or a 

marked change of the skin of the dying person. The skin of the face turns a 

parchment like hue, announcing the anticipated end. 

 

Question :Does every soul, after leaving the physical body, go through the tunnel often 

described after a near death experience, or are there other options to experience ones 

own passing over? 

 

LUKAS :This “tunnel” is experience by every soul differently. It is certainly no the case that 

every dying person experiences this TUNNEL EFFECT. 
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 It can happen, that a human soul sinks into complete blackness, to then, after a 

while, awake in a brilliant environment. This is the case with those people, who 

during their lifetime had an interest in the spiritual realm. 

 

 Other human souls need a way of assimilation, a way of slow detachment; this 

then brings about this TUNNEL EFFECT. 

 

 Different ones again, awaken from one moment to the next, in the brilliant 

surrounding of ANOTHER WORLD, equipped with a luxuriant nature. 

 

 They are all collected by human souls familiar to them. 

 

Question :LUKAS in part already answered the next question. Maybe you too can tell us 

something about it. When and in what way is one reunited with a deceased member 

of ones family? 

 

EUPHENIUS :Many people have no knowledge about the spiritual realm and what happens to the 

soul after death. For many it is clear, that their earthly death is final and that the 

book of life is closed. It is for many impossible to imagine that the most important 

part of them continues to exist and continues to live. This is why it is so important 

that a soul on the way to the divine REALM is collected and looked after by 

acquaintances and friends, to avoid fears and a crisis. This soul is received by well-

known faces to produce a stress free crossing. Otherwise there is the risk, that souls 

remain earth bound and hang around Earth for years without finding the entrance to 

the divine REALM. 

 

Question :What happens to those, who have a brutal life behind them, who never knew 

anything better and knew nothing of GOD, never heard anything about spiritual 

truths and had to constantly fight for survival?  

 

EUPHENIUS :Those souls are covered by special welfare, that is to say, that those souls are made 

welcome by divine ENTITIES and lovingly enfolded. This gives them the 

opportunity to recuperate, relax and recover. Those souls are subjected to special 

ELEMENTS of VIBRATION, necessary to give them courage and hope. 

 

Question :Is there compensation for the experienced injustices on Earth? 

 

EUPHENIUS :Through the passing into the spiritual realm, all of you will be confronted with all 

the godly and ungodly deeds committed while on Earth. 

 

 All of you will be confronted with your earthly life and with all that has 

transpired through you and all the injustices done to you by other human souls. 

You will then be given an explanation, why you had to go along this path. 

 

 Consider, that a lot in your life is predestined and necessary. You are subjected, in 

part, to your own history. You are confronted with events on Earth you are not 

conscious of, but they will become clear in DIVINENESS. 

 

Question :Can it also happen, that situations are placed in front of you here on Earth, which 

had not been originally planned? 
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EUPHENIUS :This can really be happening. You are surrounded and enmeshed by many different 

negative ENERGIES here. This is naturally not planned. There are always two 

sides. This is the duality you live in. You must go your way and you have the free 

will to decide, which way you want to go. 

 

Question :Is there compensation for the experienced injustices, caused by other people, in 

another life or in the spiritual realm? 

 

EUPHENIUS :It all depends how you manage this troublemaker. Whether you realise, that this 

human soul might also suffer very much and if you are willing to give it your inner 

forgiveness and divineness in the form of LIGHT and LOVE. Then these souls are 

also souls from GOD and therefore a part of you! You keep forgetting that such 

souls are also subject to divinity. This is an old theme we have touched upon before. 

 

 It is easy to walk in the LIGHT of GOD, if you show your opponent the humility 

and humanity, that this souls deserves. Accept your opponent with all his 

weaknesses and realise that you are the one holding divinity within you. Every one 

here on Earth has the opportunity to follow the path of the LIGHT and the path of 

JESUS CHRIST. Recognise, that your connection with Earth often hinders you 

from realising this and putting this into practice. Give yourself this cognition, so 

you are able to put into action this divine ability towards you neighbour and towards 

nature also, they are your guiding lights on Earth. 

 

Question :What is the function and role of the KARMIC COUNCIL? 

 

LUKAS :Oh, this is worth a separate theme! This council, consisting of highly evolved 

ANGELS of the LORD, has the assignment to make sure that every soul is meted 

out justice. This is carefully supervised. Everything to do with karma, birth and so-

called death goes through the KARMIC COUNCIL. ENTITIES are at work there, 

who have absolved the hard school of the physical with honours and have been 

polished through many incarnations to such a degree, that they undertake their 

important mission as brilliant diamonds of the spirit, in the SERVICE of GOD. 

They like to do this with lots of LOVE in their hearts, surrounded by the LIGHT 

and the LOVE of the CREATOR. 

 

Question :Is the KARMIC COUNCIL active across various planes? 

 

LUKAS :The KARMIC COUNCIL is not just made up of a few ANGELS of the LORD, but 

it is a large organization, akin to the WHITE BROTHERHOOD. This institution is 

beyond dimensions and controls all the reincarnations throughout the universe.  

 

Question :Are all souls going to be questioned by the KARMIC COUNCIL after they have 

passed over? 

 

LUKAS :Some souls are incarnated on more developed, physically more ethereal stars, while 

others return to coarse physicality. Every soul returning to the spiritual realm, after 

a time of assimilation, will accurately analyse its last physical life with its 

GUARDIAN ANGEL. In conjunction with the KARMIC COUNCIL, a suitable 

way will be looked for, so this soul can continue to make progress in its spiritual 

evolution. The GUARDIAN ANGEL is the most important advocate of its charge. 
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Question :Can souls from all the various PLANES reincarnate or is this reserved for the souls 

from the lower PLANES? 

 

LUKAS :Even JESUS CHRIST discussed with the KARMIC COUNCIL his own 

reincarnation into the physical. Through this, he was equipped with everything he 

needed to accomplish this important task. A very special physical body was 

necessary for this, one that could stand the VIBRATIONS of such a HIGH ANGEL. 

All souls will discuss with the KARMIC COUNCIL their incarnation, reincarnation 

or forced incarnation. These are souls who proceed on the path of higher 

development of their own volition. The only exceptions are forced incarnations, but 

they are very rare indeed. 

 

Question :If a highly evolved spiritual being incarnates into earthly matter, is here also the 

danger of a spiritual retrogression? As an example, could JESUS have fallen back in 

his development, if he had listened to the temptations of the antagonist of GOD? 

 

EUPHENIUS :JESUS CHRIST was also subject to earthly matter. But because HE was so 

steadfast in his BELIEF in GOD, a relapse wasn’t possible. JESUS CHRIST had his 

spiritual consciousness, his clairaudience and some of the available ethereality taken 

with him into the earthly environment. Consider, JESUS had capabilities, which on 

Earth can hardly be reproduced. Such as ethereality, seeing with the third eye and 

the perceiving of events, seeing the future as well as the past, is the prerogative of 

only high ENTITIES and is dependant on very high psychic factors, which only 

very few souls achieve on this earthly planet.    

 

Question :Can human souls, through a new incarnation, fall back from their momentary 

achieved development? 

 

EUPHENIUS :I would address it like this: Human souls have not reached such an inner firmness, 

to weigh this up. They are souls who still let themselves be tempted by the DARK 

side. Higher developed souls, who have reached a certain ethereality, have 

completely different VIBRATIONS, that is to say, a completely different way of 

thinking, so that EVIL can hardly touch them. These souls have an INNER GUARD 

and an INNER STRENGTH, which makes it very hard to deter them from their 

chosen path.     

 

Question :How many SPHERES are there in the spiritual realm, which are still close to the 

coarseness of the physical? 

 

EUPHENIUS :There are multitudes of PLANES, with the most different ethereal and coarse 

ELEMENTS. They are hard to describe with your words and hard to isolate in 

numbers. There are different kinds of LEVELS, which go to further LEVELS. 

There are INTERMEDIATE ZONES AND INTERMEDIATE ELEMENTS, which 

are also hard to explain. It is therefore hard to give an exact number, because there 

are a multitude of LEVELS, which already contain a certain ethereality. I would 

nominate five LEVELS of coarseness. But it is a much higher number, to nominate 

the fine graduation in ethereality, that is to say, the gradual dissolution of matter.   

 

 You see, it is very hard to leave the coarseness of matter. Consider that you had a 

multitude of reincarnations behind you. To tell you now, which LEVEL or which 
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coarseness or ethereality or physical domination your soul serves, is hard to say. 

Let’s just assume that there are many different REGIONS you can stay in, then as 

souls, you can move about on differing PLANES. 

 

Question :Does the other side correspond with the “heaven” proclaimed by the Church? 

 

EUPHENIUS :What the Church calls “heaven” and what connects it with it, can be equated with 

what awaits you in the spiritual realm. There are SPHERES, that reflect a similar 

image of CREATION, as here on Earth. This has been communicated to you by 

psychic painters. These are insights into the spiritual realm, conveyed to you by 

painters, who painted their visions onto walls, Church portals and canvas. Also 

poetic works reflect this, they contain knowledge about the spiritual realm. 

 

 The Church misjudges the contrast, namely hell. This contrast doesn’t exist in 

this form where we are. There is no eternal damnation! 

 

 Even in those AREAS of the spiritual realm there is, by all means, the chance of 

maturing and further education for the souls present there. The Church very 

dogmatically differentiates between heaven and hell, but every soul is received in 

the arms of GOD and is not punished in such a way, that it is destroyed or locked up 

somewhere or roasted in hell, the way the Church describes it.  

 

Interjection :But psychic painters also painted visionary scenes of horror from hellish areas, 

depicting human souls in a kind of fire. 

 

EUPHENIUS :These were not transferred in their entirety. These glowing embers of hell depicted 

and orchestrated there, don’t exist in our spiritual realm. You on Earth have spheres 

of hell, which are identified by war, destruction, anger and by the slaughter of other 

life forms. No soul is punished on such a plane or gets the opportunity to purify its 

sins and soul in this fashion. This is purely a part of Church dogma written down 

here.  

 

 The lower SPHERES contain darkness and in it a closeness of ELEMENTS, 

which do not feel LIGHT, warmth or lightness. There is a heaviness and depth 

in these dark SPHERES, where a soul is only in contact with itself, to decide, 

what it can change and which direction it would like to go in the future.   

  

 Souls, which are ready, receive instructions by exalted angelic beings, which 

descent down to the dark SPHERES, to redeem these souls, that is to say, to lead 

them home to the LIGHT. This has nothing to do with fire in a sense of annihilation 

and destruction and is therefore not to be equated with it. It is an image, a concept, 

the Church imagines the aches of hell to be, when they talk of sinning, so they can 

to consolidate their power over humanity. 

  

Question :If visionary painters could just about convey the heavenly SPHERES correctly, 

why couldn’t they achieve the same result with the negative spheres? 

 

EUPHENIUS :Because the negative reaches out with its tentacles and allows inspiration free 

reign, if you are susceptible to it. You are subject to these negative STREAMS of 

ENERGY and don’t always go along the direct path of GOD, but infringe on many 

divine LAWS. These painters, like so many other mediums, had their CHANNEL 
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open for the negative also. - You here, within the range of this meeting, are 

protected by many souls, who identify with you, who surround you and give you 

security and strength, so that during the time of your sessions, nothing negative can 

approach you. Human souls who do this divine work on their own, are absolutely 

more at risk from the negative. Consider, why we continue to point out, that certain 

rules are to be followed when undertaking psychic work. The negative too, tries to 

get a foot in the door to proclaim their parables.  

 

Question :How far have deceased theologians been able to confirm on the other side, the 

teachings of the Church? 

 

EUPHENIUS :The Church and those who act as men of the Church, as spitting images of GOD 

and as a mouthpieces of GOD, have many sources through which they can gain 

information about the spiritual realm. It happens very often, that especially 

theologians don’t understand what the spiritual realm and the CREATOR is trying 

to tell them. They too are subjected to physical pressure and to matter, which rules 

the world. Their heart is split in two, as their dogmatic laws are not divine LAWS. 

 

 The Church knows all about the reasons behind it, but is not willing to let them out 

into the open and that is the fate here on Earth, in spite of the fact, that GOD and 

CHRIST and HIS HIERARCHY of angels, have left a lot of information for you. 

Only a small number of people in the ranks of the Church know the full TRUTH. 

This is how they use their position of power. The spiritual realm had to take other 

steps, to announce the WORD of GOD on Earth. This happens these days through 

suitable mediums and also other channels, to open the door for you for what is 

GODS TRUTH. 

 

Question :“How do former theological authorities live on the other side? 

 

EUPHENIUS :They too were received according to the way their soul has stood the test on Earth. 

They also have spiritual LEADERS and a GUARDIAN ANGEL. They too are 

subject to the same rite before the KARMIC COUNCIL. They also have to look at 

their own soul and everything their life here on Earth contained. These earthly 

theologians are not subject to special praise; they too have to face the TRUTH. 

They are subject to the same RULES and have to pass through the same PLANES. 

 

Question :Why do so many, otherwise good and righteous people, not believe in GOD? 

 

EUPHENIUS :They have stopped from within to believe in something the Church and the state of 

affairs on Earth can not give them. These are souls, who are disappointed about the 

things, which are happening on Earth. They withdraw within themselves and 

surround their heart and soul with a wall. This too is a kind of blockage! These 

souls refuse to have a closer look, to see what good there is on Earth, then nature 

too can show goodness and people can do good things as well. 

 

 Many souls pass the time of day in a non-divine way and lock their DOORS and 

WINDOWS, because they do not want to believe in the EXISTENCE of GOD, but 

only in what they can see and feel. For these people, there is only the here and now 

and they waste little time thinking about what will happen to their soul after death. 

They don’t pay any attention to their soul, but believe that their present life is the 
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only life in the here and now. They err based on a delusion, a delusion, which is 

rooted in your physical world.  

 

Question :Do these people gain divine cognition on the other side? 

 

EUPHENIUS :These souls will recognise in the spiritual world, that they have not applied the true 

method of PERCEPTION. They have surely seen with their earthly eyes, but not 

with their divine EYES. These human souls too, have to go through another 

reincarnation and further education on planet Earth. These souls are blinded by all 

that surrounds them. It is that, which constitutes coarse physicality. Most of the 

time, these are people who are very dogmatic and obsessed with power, permitting 

no other points of view. The free will GOD gave to you all is misdirected by 

ENERGIES, which feed the spirit. It takes a special kind of insight, to see why these 

kinds of people destroy their own soul. They harm themselves - and are not aware 

of it. 

 

Question :Which is the correct spiritual attitude towards life on Earth? 

 

EUPHENIUS :The realisation, that one can consciously perceive ones failings and weaknesses on 

Earth. Life on Earth is one of the most important educations available, under most 

difficult conditions. Here, in coarse physicality, matter surrounds you. The 

ethereality of your soul finds it hard to be noticed and to unfold itself. Through this 

coarseness of the physical, divinity in you is very strongly whirled about.  

 

 The belief in GOD and in what the hereafter brings, is the thing, which gives 

your soul and your heart new STRENGTH and ENERGY. 

 

 Education on Earth often brings an imbalance, because you are here not only 

exposed to divine ENERGIES, but also to the negative ENERGIES. This makes it 

hard for you to go a righteous way. In the spiritual realm of LIGHT, you are only 

enfolded by divine ELEMENTS of VIBRATION. Here on Earth your are 

continually affected and confronted by the negative, be it through your opponents, 

be it through work or be it through the pressure you put yourselves under. Here on 

Earth, you have to fight for your survival and your material wellbeing. Here in the 

spiritual realm, you do not have to undertake this fight. You are subjected to very 

heavy burdens on Earth, which could make a soul ill.  

 

 Protect yourselves by wrapping yourselves in LIGHT. 

 

 Protect yourselves through prayers. 

 

 Protect yourselves from everything you meet here on this physical PLANE. 

 

 Consider, that you are a part of the whole. You need your opponent, you need 

nature, because you originally came from the same PLANE. Become aware, that all 

people are tied to one another and interwoven with each other, even if someone is 

currently your enemy - not an enemy in the divine, only in the physical. 

 

 Guard against meeting others in a negative fashion.  

 

 Respect the feelings of others. 
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 Cleanse your thoughts. Your planet Earth suffocates under the weight of your 

thoughts, because your thought-hygiene is only minimally developed. 

 

Question :Are there Church services on the other side? 

 

EUPHENIUS :We don’t need them in your terms of reference, because every soul harbours 

divinity within. What flows as divineness, flows through all souls in the spiritual 

realm. We are connected to the ENERGY of LIFE of the CREATOR and receive 

from there DONATIONS of ENERGY for information and growth. Souls, which 

are on their way, receive education in divine light and divine warmth. This is not the 

kind of education you are familiar with on Earth, they are more ELEMENTS of 

feeling and ELEMENTS of VIBRATIONS, which strengthen the soul and enrich its 

divinity. There are however meetings, where one joins together, to be 

ENERGETICALLY and VIBRATIONALLY closer to GOD, the CREATOR. 

Consider, that we also celebrate the feast of love. This feast of love has a different 

connotation with us, than you think a feast should be on Earth. We can report on 

this again later.  

 

Question :Accordingly, Church service here and CHURCH SERVICE with you are two 

different things? 

 

EUPHENIUS :It has to be two different things, because whatever is preached and released on 

Earth about GOD and in the NAME of GOD, is of a different quality, than we 

understand the theme to be in the spiritual realm. 

 

Question :I have read about people, who have given up fighting and released all their fears 

and sorrows through praying to GOD and CHRIST. From that moment on, for many 

of them their life improved, professionally as well as privately. Can you tell us 

something about this? 

 

EUPHENIUS :This is the HELP many people will not acknowledge for themselves, because the 

trust in our SPIRITUAL FRIEND is not there.  

 

 Many say to themselves: “How can I give this up, we have to clarify this ourselves. 

No HELP can be effected in such a way.” This is a fallacy! We are here on planet 

Earth appointed as your companion by GOD and we take over a part of your fears 

and a part of your earthly ballast, if you are willing to place the same amount of 

trust in us! We naturally cannot directly regulate your problems in the physical for 

you, but we can give you STRENGTH and INSPIRATION and through this, new 

directions of thought and a new strength of will, to tackle and change earthly 

problems.  

 

 Every earthly problem is solvable, if you are willing to have a closer look at it.  

 

 We support you on all levels and are ready, to help you carry your burden. But you 

must let us do so!  

 

 Your belief in us, in GOD and in yourself and your own power and the strength 

existing in you, is always problematic. 
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  The DIVINE in you is the driving FORCE to combat everything here on Earth - no 

matter how dark it is. You have the POWER and the potential within you, to make 

the LIGHT shine, not just within you but also on this planet. 

 

Participant :A lot of what you say fits into my present situation. This year starts especially bad, 

as every day brings some unpleasantness. 

 

EUPHENIUS :One cannot expect, that  problems one discusses, are immediately solved and 

changed. But if you look back in time and look at past problems and hardships, you 

will recognise, that many conflicts, problems and hardships were removed and this 

without a conscious act on your part. 

 

Participant :I have to agree with you there. - Yes, this caught my attention also. 

 

EUPHENIUS :Look within yourself and recognise, why this is so and you will realise, that you 

emerge from every crisis stronger and more protected. Look and see, why so many 

elements are floundering around you. Direct your concentration towards yourself. 

Go within yourself, do your meditation and you will find answers. 

 

Question :A question about a current issue not connected to our theme: What can you tell us 

about the approaching Iran conflict? Many people are worried about it. 

 

LUKAS :This is a volatile and sensitive situation, which would rapidly escalate if, for quite 

some time, the positive, spiritual SIDE had not undertaken everything possible, to 

help through inspiration. Unfortunately, we are only successful where a little 

spiritual DOOR opens from human quarters. 

 

 We are not allowed to interfere through suggestive force and thereby influence 

your leaders. It can only succeed through inspiration, through the conscience 

and the INNER VOICE. But these are often overshadowed by a dominating 

mind, through fanaticism rearing it head and an exaggerated nationalistic 

arrogance.  

 

 

 These are great obstacles for us. But we are familiar with it, 40 years ago, we could 

avert a nuclear war on Earth through inspiration. Trust in us again and help us, to 

avert this disaster from you. The more people are gathered to fight with their 

spiritual weapons, the sooner and more comprehensive will our success be. Please 

consider that this has to start with you! Then you have caused this crisis and are now 

requested to intervene with the WEAPONS of the SPIRIT, which are very sharp 

swords indeed, if you work with us. The question as usual is always, how much you 

believe in such possibilities. 

 

Remark :Not everyone is to blame for this crisis, only a few. But it is always a matter of 

power and in this particular case, it is oil. 

 

LUKAS :We didn’t talk about “everybody”, but about your world leaders and these belong 

to you. You have put them into office and positions of dignity, not us. This has to be 

taken into consideration. Therefore, the will to change has to come from you.  
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Question :What could we specifically undertake? 

 

LUKAS :Dear lady friend, is this so hard? I have talked about WEAPONS of the SPIRIT in 

my answer. What do you think was meant by that? 

 

Question :A meditative crowd, similar to a New Years Eve crowd, in a larger group or 

everyone by themself? 

 

LUKAS :Yes, of course! Get together whenever you wish. Get together every day, every 

week or whenever you feel like it. You have all the information necessary from us 

and you have carried out widespread meditations for Earth before. Whether you 

want to hold this within the framework of a large group indoors or everyone for 

themselves at a prearranged time, is your decision. We are not going to influence 

this. The deciding factor is, what all of you united together think and transmit and 

consider the significance behind it and also what will be gained by this. These 

proposals from you are important, so your free will is preserved. This is top priority! 

 

Question :Thank you for your answers. Now back to our theme: What can you tell us about 

forced incarnations? 

 

LUKAS :There are souls, which cannot withstand the powerful influences of the antagonist 

of GOD and in spite of all the teachings and efforts from our side, feel no inner 

incentive whatsoever, to further develop themselves in a positive matter. There 

amongst them are a number of former autocrats from Earth, still attached to their 

fanaticism and they are extremely dangerous. They have developed a high degree of 

suggestive power and the DARK SIDE promotes this. In this way, the stay exposed 

to the influences of the antagonist, because their own will has diminished to a little 

flame. But they believe in themselves and their actions. For these souls will 

therefore have to endure a forced incarnation, but after an unbelievably long period 

of time in your time reckoning and so too will receive the opportunity for a further 

positive development. 

 

 Souls in the physical have the opportunity to decide and indicate through their 

behaviour, which direction they want to develop themselves. If it were once again 

on the incorrect side the CREATOR, the soul would sink even deeper into 

DARKNESS and would be directed to undergo a further forced incarnation, after a 

certain time frame. These are often former autocrats who, with their power of 

suggestion, have gained the support of the masses and initiated wars or also the 

people working in the fields of science, who then developed the necessary 

armaments. 

 

 The power of the NEGATIVE is unbroken, because many people further the 

cause of negative development through their way of thinking. This has to 

change! And this is the reason why we are here doing this psychic work with 

you and many other suitable people on this Earth.  

 

Question :With a forced incarnation, what happens to the high status of the free will? 

 

LUKAS :In such a case, free will is only fractiously present. It is not that a soul destined for 

a forced incarnation is lead away in chains, to then be pressed into a human body. 

That’s not the way it is. A forced incarnation is called that, because the KARMIC 
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COUNCIL has to approach such a soul on their own account, to encourage it to get 

active in this respect. The opportunity to live a further life on Earth gives many 

human souls another opportunity to chose by themselves, either for GOD or HIS 

antagonist. With all other reincarnations, it is the soul asking for a further 

incarnation, without the KARMIC COUNCIL having to interfere. The wording of 

forced incarnation is actually incorrect, because this word cannot describe what 

really is behind it. Therefore:  

 

 A normal reincarnation is preceded by a plea of a soul. 

 

 A forced incarnation necessitates the KARMIC COUNCILS activity.  

 

Question :The antagonist of GOD has been given a perfect disguise through the way we 

usually ridicule this subject on Earth. Should there be more talk about the antagonist 

of GOD from us here and from Church pulpits, so his disguise is lifted and people 

know what to expect? 

 

EUPHENIUS :The Churches will not get involved with these dark PLANES out of fear of loosing 

even more human souls. The Churches don’t realise that this dark PLANE is a 

PLANE, which belongs to the physical and to life on Earth. They haven’t realised 

that the positive as well as the negative is in everything that grows on Earth and that 

it is spiritually tied to Earth. Mother Nature too has its negative elements and also 

animals carry within them NEGATIVE ENERGIES. 

 

 The Church decided to concentrate on the side of the heavenly realm and GOD. It is 

a sin for them to think about the DARK PLANE and to point out its dangers. They 

do not realise, that by doing so, a large DOOR opens through which the antagonist 

can take a giant step into the divine. The Church decided to pronounce it taboo and 

not to incorporate it into its reality, its divine reality. The fathers of the Church 

praise GOD and do not see, that the antagonist is also an angel, thou a fallen angel, 

but an angel just the same, also carrying divine ENERGIES within. The Church has 

not progressed this far, otherwise they would accept the sins of man and observe, 

that in each one of you is also a part of DARKNESS and that you have to decide 

here on Earth, which side of it in you, you want to enlighten.  

 

Question :What about our circle? 

 

EUPHENIUS :You couldn’t do this psychic work, if you didn’t exactly know what is behind it, 

that all are assailable by the negative. Financial things can be negative, power and a 

position also. Negativity can be expressed verbally to demean someone. You are 

surrounded by many possibilities, which can open the door to your soul for the 

antagonist.   

 

Comment :This is why it would be a good idea, to one-day deal with this theme. 

 

EUPHENIUS :It is an important theme, because it is a part of you and a part of the spiritual realm. 

 

Question :Should we make the disguise of the antagonist our theme? 

 

EUPHENIUS :It would be a gripping theme, because you would have to confront your shadowy 

side. It would be holding a mirror to your soul.  
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Question :Isn’t there a danger in occupying oneself with Lucifer? Do we not attract 

something DARK through the VIBRATIONS of these questions?   

 

EUPHENIUS :There are already souls assembled here, which have come from the dark SPHERES 

to spend this evening with us here. It is not by coincidence, that this theme has been 

touched upon and shared by you. Your insight and your belief give you the 

necessary PROTECTION, so that you are ready to tackle this theme. You are 

protected and enveloped by the LIGHT of GOD. 

 

Question :Can one always make the DARK SIDE responsible for all negative human 

behaviour? 

 

EUPHENIUS :You live here on a plane of duality, on which you’ll always be confronted with the 

good and the bad. You are subject to divine LAWS and you know about them. You 

can also change human weaknesses, through your power of reason, your heart and 

through your inner attitude. You have the opportunity to convert your thoughts into 

benevolent thoughts. You can express every word either positively or negatively. It 

is up to you, wether your messages reach other people benevolently or not. You 

have a decision-making capacity and you are therefore responsible for your deeds 

and actions.      

 

Question :What role does the DARK SIDE play in this? 

 

EUPHENIUS :The DARK SIDE will immediately get involved, if it senses, that people only move 

within a negative thought process, that is to say, that they use their thoughts only to 

exploit other people and to strengthen their own power. It is the dark ENERGIES 

that emanate from your aura, which identifies this accordingly. It is a long process, 

which happens ever so slowly. The aura obtains a completely different colouring, 

which is looked upon by the antagonist as a new FIELD of NOURISHMENT. 

 

Comments :Even working on the questions to such a theme goes in the direction of Lucifer and 

not in a divine DIRECTION. 

 

EUPHENIUS :The divine DIRECTION contains the realisation, that you are trying to open the 

eyes of mankind, so they can take a closer look at their deeds and actions one day. 

You are not to scrutinise and condemn Lucifer, but human activity!  You should 

demonstrate what the negative in each individual person can bring forth and try to 

find different behavioural practices and other norms. 

 

Comments :To declare war on Lucifer can lead to ones own downfall. 

 

EUPHENIUS :You wouldn’t be successful in this, because Lucifer has a strong POWER BASE. 

You would POISON yourselves on this and your HEART would not cope with 

these VIBRATIONS. 

 

Participant :I think we have to discuss this in more detail one day. 

 

EUPHENIUS :Your questions to such a theme should not serve to scrutinise Lucifer and the 

meaning and purpose of his PLANE here. It is only up to GOD, to fight this out 

with Lucifer. 
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 You should make it clear to everybody, under what circumstances they attract 

Lucifer and the negative.  

 

 This contains the realisation, that the heart should be free from negative ENERGY 

VIBRATIONS, that is to say, the realisation in self-reflection, namely that 

everything initiated through thoughts and actions not in harmony with divine 

LAWS, exposes one to the danger of ending up in the fangs of Lucifer. We have 

talked about thought hygiene before. That theme is a prelude to finding a 

PROTECTIVE SHIELD, so it doesn’t get this far. 

 

Question :Should we employ the PRAYERS of LIGHT more intensively? 

 

EUPHENIUS :This can be a challenge for you, to let it enter into the meetings, to hand it down to 

the readers under certain specific conditions. It is a binding together of different 

ELEMENTS of VIBRATIONS, which are gathering into a great STREAM full of 

light, to open the third eye to what you know as the non-visible-world.  

 

Question :Thank you. We will think about it. - Should one leave the physical body, after the 

soul has left it (death), in peace for a certain period of time, so the soul can 

completely separate from it? 

 

LUKAS :Once the soul has completely separated from the body, every connection to the 

physical is cut off. The physical body is then indeed a lifeless shell, a discarded 

coat. Are you still interested in a coat, you haven’t worn in a long time? - The 

connection between body and soul separates very variably with human beings. With 

many, the separation takes place in a relatively short time span, but others have 

considerable problems and do not want to let go. The will is strong and controls the 

existing connection with the body. But the lifeless body should still be treated with 

respect. After all, the body was an important instrument on Earth, often over many 

decades. This has to be taken into consideration. Everything else is ritual and put 

into play by the spirit of man over centuries, sometimes to gain advantage over 

something. 

 

Question :What happens to the ethereal PLANES, as an example, the aura which surrounded 

the physical shell? 

 

LUKAS :Everything that doesn’t belong to the physical, the soul will take back to the 

spiritual realm. 

 

 The soul attracts everything that belongs to it and repels everything that isn’t 

needed for the transition. 

 

 The spiritual body also has an aura. The original MEMORY and the ORIGINAL 

INTELLECT that every soul once possessed, is part of it. Everything you on Earth 

call “intellect”, that is to say, all VIBRATIONS you call “intellect”, are 

immediately neutralised when a crossing takes place, as these VIBRATIONS 

belong to Earth, to the three-dimensional world. At birth, human beings receive an 

intellect, completely free of any knowledge about a previous existence. This 

intellect is necessary for making decision during life on Earth. You have an 

intellect, which belongs, in the physical world, to the third dimension and it can 
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only think three-dimensional, that is to say, it cannot think beyond length, width and 

hight. Why do you think we find it so hard to explain to you our way of living, our 

PLANE of EXISTENCE and a lot of other things? 

 

 How can we explain to you, how a soul is really constructed, such a multi-

dimensional COSMOS - permanently connected with the spiritual realm - if you 

can only think three-dimensional? 

 

But more than three dimensions are not necessary for you to learn what the WILL 

of GOD wants you to learn in the coarseness of the physical. 

 

Question :How does the spiritual realm prepare for the return of a soul? 

 

LUKAS :Very intensive, because every soul arrives here under different conditions. Many 

souls are kind of torn apart, while other very simply and quickly join with us and 

are not in need of a lengthy sleep of recuperation. As there are many spiritual beings 

around every human child, the HELPERS in the spiritual realm know in each 

individual case, just what to do and they can correctly classify each returning soul. 

 

 The appropriate TEMPLATES of VIBRATION are available, as they have been 

established during the physical life. And accordingly, each involved soul arrives 

automatically where it belongs. 

 

 The sleep of recuperation necessary in many cases, is perceived by most souls. The 

form this preparation for the sleep of recuperation takes, doesn’t necessarily have to 

be mentioned, because everything takes place perfectly and without restrictions, as 

it is a part of GOD’S PLAN, who in HIS farsightedness and perfection thought of 

the minutes details.  

 

Question :Is there a possibility, that the KARMIC COUNCIL changes the date of someone’s 

death and a new appointment is set? 

 

LUKAS :In most cases, the birth and death of a person is irrevocably set. There have been 

very few cases, where the day of someone’s death has been changed to a later date. 

With these souls, certain circumstances were present, which were very important for 

the community of many souls on Earth. If the person in question had departed to the 

spiritual realm too early, a situation could have developed on Earth, which wouldn’t 

have been conducive for the general development. These were individual cases and 

certainly not the norm! You can take it as a given, that man cannot change the day 

of his birth or the day of his death. But in the between time, he has all the 

opportunities to create a living. In spite of this, certain unexpected things are to be 

considered and affect in a few cases a deviation from the norm. 

 

Question :Is the moment of crossing over predetermined to the minute? 

 

EUPHENIUS :We have informed you before, that also the determined times of death can be 

postponed, if there is a specific reason for it, which we can’t influence. These are 

elements of fate we cannot exactly calculate either. There are souls, who due to 

certain circumstances (wars, accidents) have been wrenched out of their bodies, not 

really planned within the time frame. These souls are reincarnated as soon as 

possible, so they can continue the progress of their physical life. An exact 
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assessment, the way you call it in segments of time, in seconds, minutes and hours 

we cannot predict, because we do not have these graduations here. There is a 

spiritual time statement, which sends a signal into the spiritual realm, that a soul is 

ready to complete its journey on Earth and ready to be brought back home to the 

spiritual PLANE. It is an interplay between the souls who have accompanied, 

protected and guided this citizen of Earth.   

 

 It is not the case that the date of death is fixed to the second. There is a variable 

leeway for this, which is at the disposal of the soul and can be use to decide 

when it thinks its time to leave the physical plane.  

 

Question :How are newly arrived souls prepared for their life in the spiritual realm after their 

sleep of recuperation? 

 
 (T.B. Very bodacious, one is cleansed!) 
 

LUKAS :At first, the souls are given time to greet their many relatives, friends and relations. 

This happens without a special time limit, as time the way you know it doesn’t exist 

here.  

 

 After an intensive reception, an introduction to the new environment follows, where 

it is very helpful, that the original areas of memory, of sight and hearing gradually 

return, so that the GUARDIAN ANGEL, who accompanies the returning soul, has 

only very little to add. The returning soul asks questions, if necessary. It is more on 

an emotional plane that this is taking place, than on a rational plane. The rational 

plane has here a completely different assignment and also a different PLANE of 

VIBRATION than your earthly rational plane. - 

 

 After the flora and fauna in the spiritual realm has been admired and explored, the 

returning soul will request a new assignment for itself. Either the GUARDIAN 

ANGEL proposes an assignment or the soul expresses its wishes, which are almost 

always taken into consideration. This is the case, when a human soul conducted a 

halfway decent life in a divine SENSE. If this wasn’t so, the GUARDIAN ANGEL 

has to leave his charge after the completion of its sleep of recuperation, after 

guiding it to the ZONE in the spiritual realm his charge had earned for itself. 

 

Question :When is the assignment of the GUARDIAN ANGEL completed? 

 

LUKAS :The assignment of the GUARDIAN ANGEL isn’t completed, even if he had to 

deliver its charge into the darker REGIONS. Sometimes later, this soul will ask for 

help, and specifically then, when it has realised its misconducts. This realisation is 

necessary, so the GUARDIAN ANGEL can approach its charge. It could also 

happen - a time factor can’t be given - that the soul recognises its former earthly 

COMPANION, but that would presuppose a definite INCREASE in VIBRATION. 

In most cases, the GUARDIAN ANGEL approaches the soul as a neutral LIGHT 

and asks it for its desires. We experienced quite often, that some souls, with their 

returning pride, refused the association with their spiritual FRIEND and send them 

away again. These are typical human behavioural patterns, which are stupid and 

show a lack of trust. 

 

 The connection to the KARMIC COUNCIL happens only when the soul has 

become sensible and has been shown its whole life in retrospection. It will then 
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appraise itself, then this isn’t undertaken by the KARMIC COUNCIL. A self-

appraisal is very important, as there are no judges here as you might think. 

 

Question :You talked about an “INCREASE in VIBRATION”. Do you mean the 

GRADUATION in VIBRATION within the SPHERES? 

 

LUKAS :The VIBRATIONS of the mentioned soul is meant here. A soul without trust and 

belief possesses a very low VIBRATION and is therefore spiritually blind and deaf, 

because the necessary INSTRUMENTS of their spirit are not open. Only after they 

come to their senses, will the VIBRATIONS increase and the soul will perceive its 

GUARDIAN ANGEL as a LIGHT, which has heard its cry for help. The help the 

soul is asking for is never not given. No soul will ever be refused help if it becomes 

sensible. This is the difference to your earthly jurisdiction. 

 

Question :Does it take a great effort from you, to send ENERGIES from your PLANE to our 

physical plane? 

 

LUKAS :This is why we ask you to meditate, which must be applied in such a fashion, that 

you visualise the ENERGIES of the CREATOR and that you let them flow inside of 

you, through the CROWN CHAKRA. These ENERGIES fill your whole body little 

by little and flow from there through your foot chakra to the earth. At the same time, 

your CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS, the FLAME in your spiritual HEART increases 

and emanates into your world. Your VIBRATIONS will gradually heighten, if you 

visualise all of this in your meditation, instead of thinking about your daily 

problems. In addition, thinking that you are a child of GOD, helps. This realisation 

fills many people with joy - and joy means a further heightening of your 

VIBRATIONS for you. The joy you feel that you are working with us here also 

heightens your VIBRATIONS a lot. It can happen that someone can come close to 

the high VIBRATIONS of the SPIRITUAL LEADER to such an extent, that the 

SPIRITUAL LEADER can use him as a psychic CHANNEL.   

 

Question :If we imagine ourselves on the PLANE of VIBRATION in the spiritual realm, 

where most people from Earth will live after crossing over, and we look at the sky, 

what do we see? For an example, do we see a sun, as we know it here? 

 

EUPHENIUS :The knowledge you have already received, that in that SPHERE wonderful 

landscapes are present and about the kind of life that exists there, I can say that 

judging by its colours, it has a higher EMANATION than the one you are familiar 

with here on Earth. Everything is more colourful and more concentrated in its 

aromatic scents. Through old paintings channelled by mediums, one has tried to 

bring the magnificent colouring a little closer. But this is only a fraction of what is 

available. Due to the fact that your senses are a lot sharper, better informed and 

more open to the CHANNELS, which open up there, you have different 

potentialities to perceive these ELEMENTS in such a clear form. Through dreams 

also, you will get an insight into this beauty, clarity and purity. But only someone 

who lives there can witness this reality. There are mediums, who can send their soul 

on a journey to experience this within a limited time frame. These mediums often 

carry a longing within to return to this place, because they are connected to the 

nature present there with all its existing LIFE FORCES. It is an amalgamation of all 

ENERGIES, which are stored there. The flowers also have a different effect and 

emanation than the flowers here with you on Earth. The VIBRATIONS on this 
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Earth have not the intensity of everything, which awaits you on the mentioned 

LEVEL in the spiritual realm. It is hardly possible for you to estimate the kind of 

ethereal, etheric MOLECULES you will be connected with. 

 

 The light source in the SPHERE is not solar energy, but a divine ENERGY. 

 

The LOVE of GOD and the VIBRATIONS of GOD, these energetic PLANES, act 

together to represent life in its intensity, purity and clarity. The heaven described by 

you is not at hand. It is not illuminated by a sun or a moon, but by the ENERGY 

and POWER and by the LIGHT of GOD. 

 

Question :Is the sky blue? Are there clouds? 

 

EUPHENIUS :These are elements, present in your thoughts. They are not real. Real is, that you 

create and present this PLANE in your thoughts. You attempt to structure the 

landscapes of Earth in a completely different form, a totally different ENERGY of 

LIFE. It is a yearning in your soul to find a home of wellbeing and security. This 

SPHERE is flooded with the LIGHT of GOD and you naturally create these 

elements, you have just mentioned. 

 

Question :Is what they call the “LAND of SUMMER” a theoretical construction of the people 

living there? 

 

EUPHENIUS :It is a real but theoretical structure, created by the yearning of the souls, to give 

them everything they didn’t received while on Earth. This SPHERE you call 

“LAND of SUMMER” is a LAND of LIGHT and LOVE. It is a PLANE where 

souls are in close contact with nature and all other ENTITIES at home there. Every 

soul creates the kind of landscape it imagines it will find there, for its own benefit 

and to help its further development, to reach the next higher PLANE. 

 

Question :Is there a changeover between night and day? 

 

EUPHENIUS :Such a rhythm is also present in this SPHERE and is designed to make sure that the 

souls there have their essential rest periods, to prepare themselves 

ENERGETICALLY for the ethereality and to grow. 

 

Question :Do the inhabitants of the SPHERE have to rest?  

 

EUPHENIUS :The souls there still exist in human form and therefore still have a biological 

rhythm. They do not quite resemble a complete BEACON of LIGHT and are not 

able to move about on other, higher PLANES. These souls are still subject to a kind 

of lesser “coarseness”, which is indicated by their physical shell. They select their 

physical form from their last life and will continue to advance their own 

DEVELOPMENT. They do not possess the necessary ethereal ENERGY, to serve 

as a SOURCE of LIGHT. 

 

Question :Do the souls there feel hunger and thirst? 

 

EUPHENIUS :This all depends on what a soul there would need and like to have as refreshment. 

It is quite plausible that they need to eat, because they still have a slight 

“coarseness” about them. There are also souls there, which have reached a higher, 
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intermediate phase and do not need this kind of nourishment anymore; they have 

nearly managed to detach themselves from “coarseness”. 

 

Question :What is the difference between nourishment there and our nourishment on Earth? 

 

EUPHENIUS :By their energetic ELEMENTS. The biological body, which you leave behind as a 

shell, was formed through your senses, in the same way you can also dispose over 

these ELEMENTS in the spiritual realm, to create structures. 

 

 You are in the position to create your EXTERIOR and also your 

ENVIRONMENT, according to your needs. 

 

 WATER, FRUIT and VEGETABLES are consumed there as NOURISHMENT. 

 

Many souls are already in a higher intermediate level of development, so they don’t 

need such nourishment for their physical, biological cycle anymore. In their next 

step of development, these souls migrate into ELEMENTS of LIGHT. It is the final 

separation process from the residual “coarseness”. Nourishment is not needed! If 

you go within yourself in meditation and inner silence, you are by all means able to 

exist in your physical coarseness without taking nourishment, for quite a lengthy 

period of time.  

 

Question :There are said to be people on Earth, who supposedly nourish themselves through 

LIGHT ENERGY. Can you confirm this? 

 

EUPHENIUS :This is possible if the CHANNEL for this is open, to utilise the ANCHORS of 

LIGHT. All of you have the opportunity to tap into this divine LIGHT, to reach into 

ETHEREALITY from your coarseness of being. 

 

Comment :Until today, we have not attached any importance to such reports and dismissed 

them as absurdities and the work of charlatans. 

 

EUPHENIUS :No, that’s not the way it is! But one shouldn’t try this over years or decades. It 

serves the purpose on Earth to change the level of consciousness, so one can gain an 

insight into completely different PLANES. It takes a high level of mediumistic 

ability and a very strong will, to cut oneself off from anything that enters from the 

outside. 

 

Question :If taking of nourishment in the Land of Summer is in principal possible, must there 

also be a metabolic process?  

  

EUPHENIUS :The soul receives its nourishment, that is to say, what it needs in ENERGY, from 

the energetic VIBRATIONS on the relevant SPHERE. It is not nourishment as you 

know it, that is to say, the taking in of coarse nourishment, but it is a TAKING of 

NOURISHMENT signified by LOVE, brotherhood and mercy, which is fulfilled in 

some of the spheres in a divine MANNER.  

 

 A soul is fed through the LOVE of GOD, through the LIGHT of GOD, through 

the divine inner SPARK, which is connected with the soul. 
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This divine SPARK represents a connection to the ORIGINAL SOURCE, to the 

ORIGINAL SOURCE of LIGHT, LOVE and the whole spiritual level of 

development. Consider, that NOURISHMENT, as an example FRUITS, are only 

ELEMENTS for souls who still need corporality. The soul itself doesn’t have a 

biologically coarse body as you have here on Earth. The spiritual BODY is more 

ethereal and filigree like, just like the ENVELOPES you cannot see here on Earth, 

but which envelop you all the same. In the spiritual realm, these individual 

PLANES are recognised and they have a different impact on the physical, for you 

visible body. 

 The NUTRIMENTS of FRUITS is refreshment for the residual part of your 

physical life, but not for the soul. Such a NUTRIMENT is enrichment for the 

residual ethereal embodiment in this SPHERE. It doesn’t contain any biological 

processes to sustain the ethereal body. Souls are absolutely able to exist without 

a body, as the goal is to discard any kind of materiality.  

 

Question :Man eats when he is hungry. Wouldn’t the soul of a person have to know a feeling 

of hunger? 

 

EUPHENIUS :No, a feeling of hunger doesn’t exist, because other ELEMENTS are more 

important. For example, one might be busy with the beauty of NATURE. The 

returning souls are starting to make contact again with the ELEMENTS of 

NATURE. They blend with these ELEMENTS of NATURE; that is to say, the 

souls of these ELEMENTS of NATURE are in harmony with the souls from the 

human plane. It is an amalgamation of these ELEMENTS. It is something that you 

do not attain on Earth, namely to find an accord with nature. The absorption of 

these spiritual elements is necessary to recognise, that a lot in your life on Earth did 

not come to fruition and many areas didn’t get to be developed, for example your 

senses, because your senses only sharpen through the togetherness with nature. 

Think about primitive tribes, they have a much higher sense of feeling than you, 

who have turned your back on nature. But you live in harmony with souls, which 

have impeded you from developing your sense organs, more refined! 

 

Question :You said that the soul doesn’t know a feeling of hunger. If this is the case, why do 

the souls in the LAND of SUMMER eat anything at all? 

 

EUPHENIUS :Because it is a fulfilling and pleasurable feeling, to eat these fruits with their active 

agents with relish. But this doesn’t mean that they are dependent on this source of 

nourishment. 

 

Question :Has the spiritual body on the other side, in respect to the LAND of SUMMER 

SPHERE, the same inner organs as the physical body? 

 

EUPHENIUS :The body on the other side is a shell, FLOODED through with LIGHT. A free soul 

doesn’t need these organs that you need to maintain your physical body. You need 

these inner organs to keep your physical shell functioning correctly, so your soul 

can exist on Earth. A soul ON THE OTHER SIDE is not dependent on such organs. 

It has a CLOAK full of light that is a physical structure. It is FLOODED with 

LIGHT and doesn’t have the inner structures you find in the human body anymore. 
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Question :One has found an unmistakable pulse and heartbeat with materialised spiritual 

entities. How is this possible if a spiritual being doesn’t have inner organs as we 

have them? 

 

EUPHENIUS :This is very quickly explained: As these materialisations are happening here on 

your planet and you have a completely different materialistic availability at hand, a 

soul about to materialise would naturally equip itself in a fashion comparable to 

yours on Earth. A soul’s body within the spiritual realm doesn’t need this anymore. 

It is a shell of FREQUENCIES of LIGHT, which is visible. It is only a form of the 

physical, but not solid matter, which like you here is conditioned by coarseness, 

giving it solidity. It is not rigid, solid matter, but it is flowing, energetic 

VIBRATION. This is the difference between your physical, earthbound life forms 

and here.     

 

 I would like to add that with a materialisation - as mentioned before - the heart as 

well as the pulse are visible and detectable. This is an important indicator for you, 

that there is life inside that body and also to ascertain how far a body has completed 

its ability to function. This is necessary for you, so you can recognise that there isn’t 

death in that sense. It is one of the opportunities, to make it clear to the outside, that 

the soul exists and that it is viable. This is made evident for you through such 

demonstrations (like materialisations), to make you conscious of the fact that life 

after death exists and that it is real. Your doctors only know the organs of the 

physical shell and the coarseness, which remains behind on Earth. They cannot 

perceive and locate the ethereality and the ELEMENTS, which glide across into the 

spiritual realm. This is only possible through the third eye, through functions 

activated in the spiritual realm. When you step across, you will recognise that a lot 

in your ability to perceive has changed and you will further recognise how blindly 

you walked through your physical life on Earth.  

 

Question :Assuming that you would run into an object on your PLANE of EXISTENCE. 

Would you feel pain the way we do? 

 

EUPHENIUS :We would not feel any pain, because we are linked with everything on this 

PLANE. Everything is part of us and we are a part of this SPHERE. We are not 

subjected to coarseness and can therefore not perceive pain, degradation and all the 

negative you experience on Earth, in the same way. We are a pure FORM of 

ENERGY, which, because of its ethereality cannot be harmed and not destroyed 

either. Consider: We are subject to completely different LAWFUL DIRECTIVES 

than you. 

 

Question :Does this also apply to the ENTITIES in the so-called LAND of SUMMER? 

 

EUPHENIUS :The souls there have also the opportunity to separate themselves from their bodies. 

Do not forget that a BODY there is only a “crutch”, helping to bring about a final 

separation from corporeality. It is a part of advancement, to free oneself from those 

exterior characteristics. The souls living there cannot hurt themselves either, as 

injuries do not happen in these DOMAINS anymore. 

 

Interjection :You said that your PLANE of EXISTENCE is a part of you. Physical matter here is 

also part of us and in spite of this, we feel pain if we run into something. 
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EUPHENIUS :It is what you, with your body, with your coarseness need as a limit. You will 

always come up against your own limitations, which you need, to recognise that on 

Earth, you are spiritually not as free as you would like to be and that you live here, 

to deal with completely different assignments. 

 

Question :Is in the spiritual realm - in respect to the PLANE of the LAND of SUMMER - our 

earthly literature known? 

 

EUPHENIUS :This knowledge is present there and is also taught and very closely observed. A lot 

of information and many inspirations come from this PLANE, because many souls 

there still feel very closely associated with the physical plane. It is their assignment 

to continue to guide these things in the right direction. There are such ethereal literal 

elements present there; some of them have been created through the power of 

thought. “TELEPHONING” functions through completely different CHANNELS. 

The LAND of SUMMER is also an AREA, where your new SENSES are educated, 

refined and strengthened. 

 

Question :Does the Menetekel of the Medialen Friedenskreis Berlin exist on your side? 

 

EUPHENIUS :These scriptures are available here and were directed through the ethereal 

PLANES.  

 

Question :What do you say to the answers given by the man from Hamburg, suffragan bishop 

Hans Jochen Jaschke during an interview: 

 
Question :The bible states that - on the day of judgement all people will rise from the dead. Do we 

also receive a new body? 

 

Jaschke: The resurrection of the dead is a pictorial, it indicates life in a completely different 

dimension, beyond time and space.  An eternal life for the soul in a spiritual body with 

GOD.  

 

Question :Will Non-Christians also resurrect? 

 

Jaschke: Naturally, this applies to all human beings. 

 

LUKAS :Well, there is not a lot we can add to this from our side. These statements contain 

the core of what you, as spiritualists have known for a long time. 
 

Question :Does this statement mean that the Church has recognised that some of the handed 

down dogmatic statements are not the truth and that they have to strive for reform? 

 

LUKAS :Unfortunately not. The statement read out to you before is a personal confession of 

this man of the Church. The institution and its state of power will not allow a 

correction of its doctrine - a correction we find very necessary - at this time. 

 

Comment :At least a step in the right direction, which took a lot of courage. 

 

LUKAS :A ray of hope, but no more. The courage of this man is written on another page. 
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Question :What do you say to his answer, that all non-Christian will also resurrect? 

 

LUKAS :Well, we can confirm this with a strong exclamation mark behind the words of this 

man. 

 

Question :Has an earthbound soul, which doesn’t want to go into the LIGHT also have an 

opportunity to develop? 

 

LUKAS :Well, every soul has the opportunity within a time frame that is valid for it. Every 

soul can accomplish the step towards GOD in one earthly life or by going through 

numerous reincarnations. Therefore every earthbound soul has certainly its own free 

will and can thereby go through its individual process. There are no boundaries! 

 

Question :Accordingly, earthbound souls are not “lost” souls? 

 

LUKAS :Souls consist of the ENERGY of the LORD. If such a FORM of ENERGY was 

“lost” as you say, GOD would be incomplete - and that is an impossibility! 

 

Question :What kinds of levels of development are there in the spiritual realm and what are 

its characteristics?  

 

LUKAS :There are as many levels in the spiritual realm as there are human characters on 

Earth. There are only a certain number of spheres, but they are subdivided into lots 

and lots of levels. As an example, The SPHERE of the MESSENGERS of LIGHT 

consists of numerous stages of development, they are inhabited by MESSENGERS 

of LIGHT or their ASPIRANTS, depending on their level of development. It is such 

that from higher AREAS you would say, “TEACHERS” are ready to educate these 

LEVELS and this then eventuates - but differently again from the education that is 

the norm in your schools. 

 

Question :Can one therefore equate individual levels of development with a family of souls? 

 

LUKAS :Yes, certainly, but there lies within a certain “problem” - in inverted commas. It is 

such, that learning from one another on the same level of development is wellnigh 

impossible. Because it is like this, the soul will somewhere along the line feel an 

IMPULSE to spiritually grow further. But this is up to the discretion of the 

individual soul who’s the only one that can interrupt its own process of 

development, respectively move on to a higher LEVEL. There are certain 

developments, certain inner DEVELOPMENTS of the HEART necessary, to 

experience the next higher LEVEL. At the same time, an intrusion into higher 

LEVELS is made impossible, without having passed through the appropriate 

process of development.  

 

Question :Can one encounter souls on Earth, which come from the same family of souls as 

oneself, to take care of certain assignments together? 

 

LUKAS :Yes, a getting together from the same SPHERE is certainly possible, but also from 

various other LEVELS of DEVELOPMENT, because various LEVELS of 

DEVELOPMENT are found within one SPHERE. It can undoubtedly happen that a 

soul is given the important assignment of teaching and another the important 

assignment in the field of science. These are to be considered as equal. The scientist 
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is engaged, through inspiration, in positive projects advancing the development of 

mankind. The other soul, from the same SPHERE, is directed to instruct the 

population of a country, in as much as they can accept these instructions. 

 

 There is a multitude of souls in action in your world, partly from the same 

LEVEL of DEVELOPMENT, who do not recognise each other. It can happen, 

that a certain affection is felt between themselves, whose origin can not be 

explained. This can certainly be an indication of a common HOME. There are 

also other links, from lives lived in the past. 

 

Question :An earlier protocol mentions that the soul constructs its own physical body in the 

nine month prior to its birth. There must be a template for this. Is the ethereal body 

of the soul this template? 

 

EUPHENIUS :The template is the matrix taken from both parents the soul has selected. It is a fact 

that the soul needs a biological body on Earth, so it can incarnate. The BUILDING 

BLOCKS are taken from the genetical make-up of both parents, the matrix, which 

serves as the pattern. It can therefore happen, that genetically pathological changes 

can emerge, against the wishes of the soul, because the matrix contains such a 

pattern. They are formed by the soul, which due to its incarnation needs a body, a 

shell. Certain genetically biological patterns are repeated and develop in the new 

body the soul is about to occupy. 

 

Question :Does the soul’s body, which one possesses on the other side, have the same racial 

attributes than on earth? 

 

EUPHENIUS :No, this is only needed as a pattern on your Earth plane. It always depends on 

which continent the soul incarnates and on the parents that are required for its 

further development or on the assignment the soul has chosen. This matrix is 

assembled through the pattern presented by parents, so that various races are 

created. 

 

Question :Do nations live together on the other side? 

 

EUPHENIUS :All souls who change over into the spiritual realm, leave their physical body, their 

nationality, their language base and their religious believes behind. They are 

therefore free of all the dogmatic guidelines fixed on this Earth. A soul exists of 

energetic SOURCES of LIGHT, free from any exterior conditions. 

 

Question :Is one subject to an ageing process in the spiritual realm, which might extend over 

an enormous period of time? 

 

EUPHENIUS :A soul only “ages” in spiritual maturity. There are young souls, old souls and wise 

souls. This is the “age” souls show to the outside, it can be recognised by what it 

experienced in its development. This presupposes that it possesses great aptitude 

and a high level of knowledge, to be able to teach other souls and to guide them 

towards the divine PLANES. 
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Question :It a personal meeting with JESUS CHRIST possible for you? 

 

EUPHENIUS :It is possible for us the make thought contact with CHRIST through the power of 

thought and through the TEXTURE of LIGHT. Up to now, we do not have acquired 

the capacity to endure HIS LIGHT, because we are not far enough advanced in our 

development to withstand this strong LIGHT. That is to say, our VIBRATION is 

not elevated high enough that it can come into direct contact with this high 

MASTER. We act through thought ENERGY LINES and through indications and 

messages we receive from higher ENTITIES.  

 

Question :How do you venerate the CREATOR in the spiritual realm? 

 

EUPHENIUS :We revere HIM in that we send our complete divine LOVE and our ENERGY to 

the HIGHEST of the HIGH, to accomplish a network, that is to say, we are through 

various ENTITIES ENERGETICALLY joined and able to hand down divine 

POWER and divine LOVE and have therefore a strong connection with the 

HIGHEST of ENTITIES. 

 

Question :Are there religious differences of opinions like on Earth? 

 

EUPHENIUS :This is by all means possible on the lower PLANES of the spiritual realm, because 

the physical and with it a certain coarseness still dominates. Consider, that the lower 

PLANES are full of negative ENERGIES, where everything that contains hatred and 

destruction is still of great importance. Consider also, that the dark PLANES have 

their own SOURCE of ENERGY and are absolutely capable to ENERGETICALLY 

advance.  

 

Question :Is there something akin to organised religion in the spiritual realm? 

 

EUPHENIUS :What you call “religion” here on Earth, doesn’t exist in our spiritual realm. The 

CREATOR and the divine inner SPARK exists in every soul, it is present in 

everyone, namely the connection to one another and between the higher SPHERES 

and to the ENTITIES which surround everyone. One is connected with each other 

and knows where the ORIGINAL SOURCE and the ORIGINAL POWER come 

from. 

 

Question :Can one advance in ones development in the spiritual realm, without the necessity of 

a physical incarnation? 

 

EUPHENIUS :An advancement in the spiritual realm is absolutely feasible, if a soul decides to 

accomplish its next assignment in the following fashion, that is to say that it will: 

 

 undergo training, 

 

 offer its service as a GUARDIAN ANGEL, to escort souls on Earth, 

 

 attempt to encourage souls on Earth to turn towards the higher SPHERES, FULL 

of LIGHT. 

 

 There are many opportunities wherein a soul can recognise an assignment. The 

process in the spiritual realm is a lot slower, a lot more time consuming - even thou 
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time doesn’t really play a part here. Many souls express the wish to prove themself 

on Earth, because the Earth is the source, where everyone can find their way and 

where everyone should prove themself. Such a trial and walking through deep 

psychic valleys are essential to reach the higher PLANES. One has to walk through 

DARKNESS to reach the LIGHT and to be able to recognise the value of free will, to 

revere, respect and appreciate what the CREATOR has given each soul for their 

journey. 

 

Question :There are seven LEVELS in the spiritual realm, where every LEVEL also has SUB-

LEVELS... 

 

 LUKAS :No, that is not correct. You confuse the SPHERES with the nearly infinite numbers 

of LEVELS, which are intermingled in the SPHERES and represent the living 

conditions for the various characters of entities. - Please excuse the interruption! 

 

Question :...On which planes does the soul exist as only a BEING of LIGHT, out of pure 

ENERGY? 

 

LUKAS :From the SPHERES and their LEVELS, which you have assigned to the AREA of 

the so-called BEARERS of LIGHT. This is somewhat differently organised, but you 

can leave it as it is. 

 

Question :Is the SPHERE of LIGHT the last stage before the merging with the CREATOR? 

 

LUKAS :To put it another way: All is LIGHT, just not as bright as on HIGH. The SPHERE of 

the BEARERS of LIGHT with its LEVELS is not the apex of the “pyramid”. But it is 

certainly the case that an almost incorporeal state exists there. A BEARER of LIGHT 

ASPIRANT has reached a high degree of ethereality, but still possesses a thin 

BODY, a form it prefers. These ENTITIES on the highest LEVELS in the SPHERE 

of the BEARERS of LIGHT desire no physical shape, as theses ENTITIES of 

ENERGY consider the body an unnecessary ballast. These ENTITIES are presented 

with all the opportunities to use the unbelievable ENERGIES of the CREATOR to be 

creatively active, to engage in this, one doesn’t need a body. Consider, GOD too is 

incorporeal and therefore omni-present.  

 

Question :Do these ENTITIES of ENERGY later on flow back to the SOURCE? 

 

LUKAS :No, you retain your personality even afterwards, when your are active as BEARERS 

of LIGHT later on. But this will certainly take a little bit longer! The 

ARCHANGELS which convey the ORDERS of the LORD out into CREATION and 

carry them out, also consist of pure ENERGY and are nevertheless individual 

PERSONALITIES, as is the highest SON of the LORD, the CHRIST ENERGY. An 

amalgamation with the ENERGIES of the LORD might take place sometimes in the 

future, but it still wouldn’t go as far as a loss of personality. At any rate, we have no 

knowledge about it. 

 

 Nobody will lose the life GOD once gave them and therefore, the personality with 

its abilities and memory of past lives will be preserved. The further development 

towards GOD will one day make a little God out of every soul, as you are all 

born in HIS image. 
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Question :If one imagines the lowest SPHERE in the spiritual realm, where hardly any LIGHT 

is present, the question arises, what effect does the negative creation have in it? 

 

LUKAS :You cannot imagine the darkness that exists in the SPHERE of Lucifer. The 

suggestive POWER of Lucifer penetrates all these AREAS of the spiritual realm, as 

his powers of thought are unstoppable in your region also. The physical PLANE has 

been put into place as a “border” so to speak, here you find both, the inspiration from 

higher AREAS and the sometimes suggestive thoughts from the DEEP, so many 

people on Earth succumb to. 

 

Question :If souls set off on their way to return to the LIGHT, Lucifer will receive diminishing 

energetic SUPPORT. Will this eventually lead to the disbandment of the soul of 

Lucifer so that he’ll suffer a spiritual death or does he get the chance to learn to 

accept and respect GOD once again? 

 

LUKAS :You recognised the first part very well, but you are wrong in the second part. Like 

every other soul, Lucifer needs ENERGY of LIFE, otherwise he wouldn’t be able to 

survive. All souls originate from the CREATOR and HE is responsible for this 

energy SUPPLY. Nobody else! But if a soul, a human being, has opened the 

CHANNEL to GOD, it can be compared to an open funnel in the crown chakra, if 

this person now asks for additional ENERGY, it will receive more ENERGY than it 

needs to be able to live here. 

 

 As you have already correctly recognised, Lucifer receives his ENERGY from 

you, but he receives his basic energy SUPPLY from GOD. 

 

 All is ENERGY and consists of the LIGHT of the LORD. The more people are 

willing to serve GOD, the weaker Lucifer will get, so that one day he will be all 

alone in his REALM, beneath the energetic, physical worlds. Only then will Lucifer 

recognise the senselessness of his past actions and return to the HOUSE of the 

FATHER.  

 

Question :Are the effects of gravity in the spiritual realm the same as in the physical? 

 

EUPHENIUS :Gravitation as you call and recognise it on Earth doesn’t exist in the spiritual realm, 

because time, space and a solid earthly connection to a certain polarity don’t exist. 

 

Question :If an object falls out of your hands, does it not fall to the ground? 

 

EUPHENIUS :That’s how it is. The object hovers and is not attracted by any gravitational forces. It 

is thought planes that come into play here, so that this object obtains a state of 

suspension. It is such, that thought-elements like houses, trees and everything you 

find in your fantasy world, is in reality a completely different visual and tactile 

experience for soul entities, even thou they are an illusion of your spirit and your 

power of representation. A magnetic field with poles; similar to Earth’s gravitational 

forces do not exist in the spiritual realm. These planes run seamlessly into each other. 

These LEVELS are not demarcated, but are fluid.  
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Question :Can you make contact with the floor beneath you, if you want to? 

 

EUPHENIUS :This is by all means possible, based on our thoughts and power of imagination, 

because we are energetically not as attached as you are here on Earth. You need 

Earth’s energy so you can remain earthbound. You need these earthly energies to be 

able to grow biologically and chemically within your environmental conditions. You 

need it, to be able to move about here. The gravitational pull of Earth is important, 

otherwise you would get lost within your whole energy domain. 

 

Question :Gravity is therefore not inter-dimensional?  

 

EUPHENIUS :Gravity is restricted to physical worlds and doesn’t exist in the spiritual AREAS. 

 

 I know it is hard to explain, because words are inadequate to make this clear to you in 

your area. It is hard for us to find examples or a metaphor, to explain this to you. It is 

hard to make it comprehensible to you that the spiritual SPHERES are subject to a 

completely different order of things. 

 

Comment :It would be equally difficult to explain a modern colour television set to a native 

tribesman from Papua or New Guinea.  

 

EUPHENIUS :That is correct. We find it similarly hard to explain the spiritual WORLD to you so 

you can grasp it with your intellect. You can only absorb it on an emotional level.  

 

Question :How does the floor you’re standing on feel? 

 

EUPHENIUS :When we are in certain SPHERES, we take on physical form. This is created through 

our thought energies. We can - you would call it - “materialise” through our power of 

thought the way you understand it, similar to the materialisations performed on Earth 

by spiritual ENTITIES. We then have contact with the floor, as we also have feet on 

which we walk through meadows and AREAS we enter. This is not connected to a 

physical feeling as you have it. This feeling of physicality exists only in our 

consciousness.  Through our heightened senses, we perceive, besides scent, moods 

and VIBRATIONS, everything NATURE has to offer there. But every spiritual 

ENTITY perceives a landscape for instance, differently than others. 

 

Question :What is the floor in the LAND of SUMMER made of? 

 

 EUPHENIUS:The way the power of my mind’s eye creates it. I can also hold a bird in my hand, a 

flower or I can feel grass, earth and sand or even eat an apple. But this is only 

possible through my power of imagination and through my expanded consciousness. 

 

Question :What do you see in the night sky? 

 

EUPHENIUS :In the SPHERE of LIGHT where we are at home, we exist as ENERGIES of 

LIGHT. But this necessitates too, that I’m absolutely capable of seeing planets, stars 

and elements in the firmaments, as a MESSENGER of GOD. We also can perceive 

this sky, if we want to. LIGHT, LOVE and ENERGIES interweave us. 

 

Question :Let’s assume a group of spiritual entities are present in the same SPHERE. How 

should this work, if everyone there envisages the sky differently? 
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EUPHENIUS :These are not different programs running simultaneously. Compare it to watching a 

movie with other people and by doing this, you realise that everyone takes a different 

interpretation of the movie program outside the theatre. It is comparable to a group 

watching a television movie but everyone has their own TV-set. We naturally 

perceive the firmament in its creative state. We are capable to wander to the stars and 

planets in our thoughts, through our energy VIBRATIONS, for example to pay a visit 

or meet someone. We are not anchored to your Earth the way you are and have the 

possibility to go directly to the solar system. 

Question :Is there a change between night and day where you are? 

 

EUPHENIUS :This exchange between night and day exists here on your planet and some of the 

planets belonging to this solar system. But there are suns, spheres and galaxies where 

this doesn’t exist anymore. Here in our divine SPHERE, we are not subject to this 

interplay between night and day. 

 

Question :Does this also apply to the seasons and the weather? 

 

EUPHENIUS :A change of season and weather as you know it on Earth does not exist in the 

spiritual realm. We are not dependent on these elements. Such elements of nature the 

like you have on Earth, move, anchored to the spirit of the human soul, into the 

spiritual realm and based on their energetic VIBRATIONS, bring about this 

appreciation. But we - and this is hard for you to understand - are pure ENERGY of 

LIGHT and are capable of changing our body and to transform ourself into other 

dimensions.  

 

Question :When does a returning soul meet up with its twin-soul in the spiritual realm? 

 

LUKAS :This happens very quickly, provide that both souls want this and providing that the 

other party is not incarnated in some other place. If these pre-requisitions are in 

place, it can happen that these two souls wish for a meeting and then stay together for 

quite some time on the same PLANE, to go through a conjoint development together. 

But it is also possible that it comes to a reunion at certain times, even thou one party 

is incarnated. As an example, the incarnate party can leave its plane during sleep and 

meet its twin (duality). If we talk about an ethereal, highly developed planet one of 

the souls is incarnated on, then the incarnated soul can make contact with its 

complimentary counterpart at any time, if it’s located in the spiritual realm. 

 

Question :When and how does an amalgamation between the two dualities take place? 

 

EUPHENIUS :It will come to an amalgamation, when both parties have developed to such a level, 

that a further separation of two individual ENTITIES is not meaningful anymore. 

This means that both must be advanced far enough in their evolution, so that the 

original spiritual ENTITY can re-emerge. The original ENTITY consists of two 

parts, which have gone through individual developments and find together again. 

Thereby no loss of personality takes place. Actually - for you hard to comprehend - 

both are one anyway and have always been one. The amalgamation can be compared 

to something like this, it is as if different periods of learning get together in one large 

common mass, from whence the shared I (ego) can draw from. 
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Question :Is this process comparable to Yin and Yang1? 

 

LUKAS :Yes, one can kook at it this way, as every earthly human being had different lives as 

a woman or vice versa. It has only so much in common, with the term used by you, 

that is that one reunites different forms of learning. Imagine a human being cut in 

two, but still viable. Both parts have gone through a separate evolution but in spite of 

this still belong together. When the time is right, both halves will reunite to what they 

have always been.  

 

Question :Is there any sense at all then in the separation of the original unit? 

 

LUKAS :Even the duality of GOD, the complete fallen humanity will one day find each other 

again, without the loss of individuality of the separate components. This large piece 

of GOD, which split apart, must undergo its own development. Even the CREATOR 

develops through HIS experiences and HIS own development will never cease. As 

above, so below - as below, so above. There will come a time when both parts will 

begin to work together again, as it was the case an unbelievably long time ago.  

 

Question :Is the spiritual realm spherical in shape? 

 

EUPHENIUS :The spiritual realm is found in the middle of you and is constructed in a spherical 

form with various LAYERS and LEVELS. The SPHERES merge with each other 

seamlessly and are interwoven and intermingled. These are seamless crossover 

points, made visible by their QUALITY of LIGHT and by their purity.  

 

Question :Do we find the two great creations of the worlds of matter and anti-matter within the 

gigantic, all embracing orb of the spiritual realm? 

 

EUPHENIUS :That is right. Coarseness, because of its negative ENERGIES is still attached within 

these elements. You will realise that much on Earth that has hardened through its 

negative manifestation, is very hard to dissolve. The coarse ELEMENTS present, 

also glide across to PLANES, allocated to such ELEMENTS.  

 

 Ethereal ENTITIES find it hard to adapt to these coarse VIBRATIONS, because for 

ENTITIES feeling at home on the ethereal PLANES, it is hard to get used to 

coarseness.  

 

Question :What is situated outside the orb? 

 

EUPHENIUS :The orb is not closed, that is to say, that ENTITIES can change over to various 

planets and various ethereal PLANES through the LIMITATIONS of the 

VIBRATIONS. Consider that there are other planets and other kinds of entities, who 

also exist and go through their history of evolution. These ENTITIES live on 

different PLANES than you and in a different relationship with their planet of origin. 

A mirror image of what a solar system encapsulates.  

 

 The orb of the spiritual realm is surrounded by the CREATIVE ENERGIES of the 

ORIGINAL SOURCE, which act towards the centre.  

 

 
1 Yin and Yang: Cosmological terms in Chinese philosophy since ca. 400 B.C.  Yin is feminine, yielding, the Earth; Yang is masculine, the power, 

the sky; both have their common origin in the absolute. 
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Question :What kind of music do you have? 

 

EUPHENIUS :Especially on the PLANE you call the LAND of SUMMER, the possibilities exist to 

get pleasure from all musical inspirations. Every soul has this potentiality of 

blissfulness, to take in music. But it is not an earthly music as you know it, but it is 

VIBRATIONS in NATURE that produce these sounds. It is as if you were listening 

to a waterfall and you would discover music within. It is not the sort of music you 

produce with your instruments on your home planets. Those kinds of tones are 

produced from within you. Musical ELEMENTS in the spiritual realm are divine 

ENERGIES, that is to say, pure ENERGIES and they produce sounds and the sounds 

produce melodies. 

 

Question :How do the people on the other side communicate with each other? 

 

EUPHENIUS :Communication flows through the power of thought, that is to say, via ENERGY 

STREAMS produced by thought. We are all interconnected through the ENERGY of 

the HEART and through the divine inner SPARK. Every creature has this 

endowment; that is to say, each soul surrounds itself with these ELEMENTS. 

Therefore they have no need for a “universal language”, but communicate through 

pure, divine ENERGY. 

 

Question :Is this what one calls “telepathy”? 

 

EUPHENIUS :Telepathy and the power of thought are ENERGIES, which function smoothly 

without a word spoken and this through the spiritual connection to every other soul in 

the spiritual realm. 

 

Question :Why do we find it so hard to utilise these telepathic potentialities here on earth, if, 

quoting your words, they must have a universal background.  

 

EUPHENIUS :You carry this genetic blueprint - I will call it thus for the moment - within you. It is 

a component of your SELF and belongs to your endowment from the divine AREAS. 

Because of your non-sensibility, it is hardly possible to work with telepathy.  

 

 You need a very good approach to your inner self and a good connection to the 

spiritual realm; that is to say, that you can develop something akin to a network 

covering the spiritual realm to help you develop your telepathy.  

 

 Everyone has the opportunity to make a telepathic connection with the spiritual realm 

whilst here on Earth - only you are not aware of it. You haven’t got the quietness or 

the time to go within, to evaluate these qualities. The inner steadfastness is not 

present. It is only a lose connection, which is not anchored. I would like to put it like 

this: The connection at the power point is faulty and is not firmly fixed to the power 

source.  

 

Question :Accordingly, the problem is always with us, if the telepathic connection doesn’t 

function? 

 

EUPHENIUS :We are ready to support you and also to reinforce and stabilise an education and an 

implementation of these telepathic ENERGIES. But who amongst you is ready to 

express this request and to work with us? It takes a long time of togetherness to get to 
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be connected ENERGETICALLY, so that such ENERGIES can flow. Even today’s 

meeting needed a long period of preparation and a long period of ENERGY 

ASSIMILATION, before we could have this meeting with you. We need a certain 

time frame to arrange such ENERGIES, to make it possible for you to work as 

mediums, so that you can do your automatic writing and this medium can work 

inspirationally. It is the same with telepathy. It takes a close co-operation between 

the spiritual realm and an earthly human soul, to accomplish this assignment. 

 

 There is always a long time of co-operation necessary, before success is 

forthcoming. The patience and stamina of your earthly souls is often not 

sufficient. Your thoughts and your actions are of a very short duration. Here on 

Earth, you are subject to your own speed and you are not aware, that you are 

stuck in a vortex of ENERGIES, which is not beneficial for your spiritual 

development.  

 

Comments :Many meditate once and expect immediate results. 

 

EUPHENIUS :It cannot function like this! This is why we give encouragement to all souls who are 

getting ready to work in a divine fashion. It takes its time, as we also need a certain 

time to build up an ENERGY FIELD.  

 

 Apart from this, your inner desire is being tested, to see how strongly it is present 

to carry out such an assignment, such a service in the NAME of GOD. 

 

Question :You once told us, that there is a lot of work to be done in the spiritual realm and that 

one can chose depending on ones personal inclination. If there is a time to work, 

there must also be a time of leisure, wherewith do you spend you time of leisure? 

 

EUPHENIUS :Our time of leisure, if one can call it that, is the exchange of thoughts and also the 

promotion of the souls which come to us, to guarantee them further development. 

This means, that all of us are still continuing to working on ourselves and that we 

must also further develop, to be able to reach the next LEVELS and SPHERES. We 

also undergo INSTRUCTIONS and these are our hours of leisure, where we learn to 

let our divine LIGHT shine and to heighten our ENERGY, so we can climb up to the 

higher MASTERS. 

 

 These evenings here with you are for us a Church service, in a divine SENSE. These 

are the hours of leisure you were asking for. These are SOURCES of LIGHT for us, 

serving to make other souls mindful of the spiritual realm and the BRIGHTNESS. 

There is and there will always be togetherness between the spiritual PLANE and your 

coarseness.  

 

Comment :It is hard to imagine that you don’t have to relax sometimes. 

 

EUPHENIUS :It is not like here on Earth that after a certain period time you leave your job to go on 

a so-called holiday. It is not meant like that. We don’t pack our things and move to 

another planet, to carry out further developments there. But we are connected to 

entities from other planets with our thoughts. We are connected with one another and 

know what is happening on that planet and also in the spiritual SPHERES. We 

support those planets with our thoughts, which suffer a similar or other crisis, as your 

planet. Consider, there are various planets of development and there are various 
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histories of evolution. We are all interconnected if I may put it like that. We here are 

a great COMMUNITY of the SPIRIT, which serves the purpose of showing you on 

Earth the way of the LORD. 

 

Question :Our side is an ever-changing world where nothing is of any duration. It the other 

side a world of durability and constancy? 

 

EUPHENIUS :The durability consists in that every soul must go through and live through the 

LEVELS of the spiritual realm. This is the actual constancy in a divine sense and 

which is dictating, as you might call it, what is continuance and stability. A soul has 

alway the opportunity to develop further. Even if you have to go through such a great 

number of lives here on Earth, you will always come to recognise that you have 

progressed a little further along the way of your spiritual development.  

 

Question :Can you tell us about the landscapes in the spiritual realm? Do they undergo change, 

do they develop further? 

 

EUPHENIUS :The landscapes are durable. The development consists in that every soul has the 

wish and the inner tendency, to advance in its personal development to such an 

extend, that its pure, divine ENERGY becomes visible.  

 

Question :It there in the spiritual realm a change, a renewal in any way? 

 

EUPHENIUS :A change, a renewal for a soul only happens, when the next higher stage has been 

achieved, that is to say, when it has reached a maturity through reincarnation or 

through education in the spiritual realm gained further development and advanced to 

such a degree, that it can reach the next LEVELS within a SPHERE. This is a 

transformation, wherein one can recognise, that a soul based on its ability to transfer 

thought, to SEND LIGHT, to materialise, is in a position to wander across 

SPHERES. They are certainly in a position then, to cope with the darker SPHERES 

and to assimilate with the VIBRATIONS there. A young soul wouldn’t manage this 

and would be crushed by the DIFFERENCES in the VIBRATIONS. 

 

Question :Will the spiritual realm always continue, while the material worlds have a limited 

durability? 

 

EUPHENIUS :Divinity, the divine ENERGIES will never die - I have to use this word “die” 

because it cannot be properly formulated in this context. The DIVINE, pure divine 

ENERGY has in its existence a durable continuance. The material and the coarse are 

subject to change and transience, as you have already recognised yourself. The things 

that repeat themselves with you are the seasons given by nature, that is to say, a 

natural spectacle, which seems to function over again as if driven by an “internal 

clock”. But you recognise that presently cracks and gaps appear in nature’s cycles so 

we don’t have pure hot summers and also no severe winters anymore. This shows 

that over there also, much changes and many insecurities become clear. Here the 

souls exist in AREAS; they have put themselves in through their own development. 

They are subject to the opportunities and further development on offer there. That is 

to say, that every soul receives the opportunity to enter the LIGHT and that will 

never change. 
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Question :Assuming all souls have developed themselves high enough to be with GOD. What 

meaning would the lower SPHERES still have? 

 

EUPHENIUS :This is the final goal! The amalgamation of all souls with DIVINITY. You are at the 

beginning and not at the end! As long as human souls have to go through their history 

of development, the spiritual realm in its form and divinity will continue to exist. 

 

Question :What does nature look like in the spiritual realm? 

 

EUPHENIUS :Entities of nature (animals) and nature, the way you know it here on Earth, exist in 

those AREAS, which the souls have created and made possible for themselves. The 

SPIRITS of NATURE, found in earthly nature, that is to say, the life of the forest is 

drawn across by ELEMENTS which are not of a coarse nature but are those which 

constitute the forest, for example its fragrance, its colouring and all the things you’ll 

find there. This means, the ELEMENTS you perceive through your emotional body 

and through your senses are presented considerably stronger, more colourful and 

brighter in the spiritual realm. It is a symphony of amalgamations of diverse 

PLANES, very hard to describe to you, because they are a divine GIFT that can’t be 

described in your words or made recognisable for you. 

 

Question :Therefore a world of animals and plants is present in the spiritual realm but 

considerably heightened in its diversity of species and the splendour of its colours? 

 

EUPHENIUS :And through other attributes. Plants and animals exist in the spiritual realm much 

more intensive and much brighter, because they have reached their true conscious 

expression in their reality there. They can express it in the spiritual realm, because 

you do not perceive the consciousness of nature on Earth anymore. On the contrary! 

You do not respect and accept nature.  

 

Question :How do you see our material world through your eyes? 

 

EUPHENIUS :We can observe you through our ethereal BODY. Meaning, we recognise you on 

account of your energetic EMANATIONS, that is to say, through your emotional 

state and by the thoughts that stream from you.   

 

 We don’t perceive you physically, but over your spiritual, inner PLANE. 

 

 We see you through completely different eyes. We know that you have a physical 

body, which you need to secure the embodiment of your soul here. We only perceive 

your soul and your inner divine SPARK. 

 

Question :How does this apply to physical items, as an example the furniture of this room? 

 

EUPHENIUS :We perceive this table here over the same VIBRATIONS. We know that a coarse 

table is standing there, it also emanates ENERGIES. Consider, this table also 

discharges ENERGIES.  It is a fact thou, that we can walk right through this table in 

our ethereality. 
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Question :Can you see through this table and recognise what’s underneath? 

 

 EUPHENIUS:If we would think it necessary, we could do this, but this is not our assignment. Our 

assignment is to amalgamate with your ENERGIES to arrange this evening with you. 

 

Question :Consequently, your vision is not marred by darkness? 

 

EUPHENIUS : That is right. We perceive other ELEMENTS and not those you do here on Earth. 

You make your first contact with your eyes; that is to say, you look at a person and 

decide, if you find it positive or negative. You switch on your emotions first and your 

intellect next. Then a certain screening process takes place to evaluate a person. But 

you make no attempt to make contact with this person through the warmth of your 

heart. This is where our advantage lies, we don’t see the exterior, but the INSIDE, 

that is to say, we see the soul and the divine CORE. 

 

Question :Would it be possible for you to interfere from your side, to avert catastrophes or 

wars here on Earth? 

 

EUPHENIUS :This is not part of the divine PLAN. We do not have permission to interfere in any 

kind of events here on Earth. It is your affair to treat the planet with respect and to 

hand it back to GOD they way you have received it. You are the guardians and 

administrators of this Earth. You are responsible for your own destiny. We can only 

provide assistance in small measures, like trying to make you realise the effect your 

thoughts and actions have on your home planet. We attempt to open your hearts to 

the SIDE that protects and guards you on you earthly journey, through 

INSPIRATION, PRAYER and by sending you LOVE and LIGHT. 

 

Question :Does this mean: You’re not allowed to interfere, but you could do it? 

 

EUPHENIUS :We are not allowed to. But we are allowed to attempt to open a PAGE in the BOOK 

of LIFE for you human souls, through prayer, meditation and through inspiration, so 

you can find your way into the LIGHT.   

 

Comment :According to this, the negative SIDE has the advantage over you in this respect, as it 

interferes here on Earth on a massive scale.  

 

EUPHENIUS :The negative WORLD is subject to other, different rules and different values. 

Lucifer will take possession of every human soul, willing to change over to the 

DARK SIDE. 

 

Participant :It is sad to think that many people never think about the influence their earthly life 

style has on the after life, while they live on Earth. Most try to push aside any thought 

about a future LIFE. We hope that the publications of our protocols will help to 

change this in the future.  

 

EUPHENIUS :You have touched many souls through your work. You have also received many 

reports, which make it clear, that because of your publications many souls have 

started the journey to look into the true LIGHT of their existence. There are many 

possibilities to make the knowledge of a life after death conscious in oneself. There 

are different religions and different directions, but many are linked with one another 

and have the same characteristics. Soul, which are really ready to open their eyes for 
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their true EXISTENCE, will surely find their way. Hope and belief that GOD has his 

HELPERS and his ANGELS everywhere, to guide every earthly soul on the right 

path.  

 

Question :This brings our line of questioning on this subject to an end. Bringing this to a close, 

we like to mention: The war in Iraq has started and we assume that the efforts on 

your part to avoid this conflict, have not been successful. How is this going to 

continue? 

 

LUKAS :We cannot prevent wars. This war was also brought about through the human spirit. 

We can only influence the instigators through inspirations and not through suggestive 

force. We are powerless, if they do not hear our subtle hints, because we may not 

forcefully enter the spirit of a human being. - Well, you decide how this will 

progress, not us. The spiritual realm had to stand by helplessly during many wars and 

atrocities and in spite of an increase in inspiration, was often not successful. In 

contrast, the negative POWER, with its suggestive thoughts, has the opportunity to 

control those people, which are in bondage, like marionettes. We will continue to try 

to help through the power of inspiration wherever we can. But humanity must also 

help, that is to say, they have to concentrate their POWER of thought on the positive 

and ask for an end of this war, that is to say, all wars on this world. You don’t know 

of half the battlefields on this Earth! There are terrible conflicts between ethnic 

groups in other parts of the world, in which your news media show no interest 

whatsoever.    

 

 It is imperative that more and more people realise that to participate in violent 

peace protests and thereby starting new battles, makes no sense, but that as many 

as possible join in the SPIRIT of GOD and ask for help. Such a cumulative 

FORCE can sweep the planet clean of all that is negative, without firing one 

single shot! 

 

 We are about to reach more and more people and when the necessary numbers have 

been contacted, there will be no more wars. The FORCES of LIGHT will then have 

won the day. 

 

Comment :There are many people speaking out against this war. Many are so worried about it, 

that they become quite ill! 

 

LUKAS : They go about it the wrong way. These souls can only help themselves by searching 

their thoughts for negative contents: be it a hatred for despots, be it violence against 

other people or groups. One cannot argue against warmongers and their vassals with 

negative hateful thoughts. Such thoughts strengthen the negative POTENTIAL and 

certainly do not help to reinforce those AREAS filled with LIGHT and HELPERS. 

 

 It doesn’t make any sense to damn the despots! The quality of these thoughts is by 

no means divine. Is this so hard to understand? 

 

 Only when a certain majority of human souls on this planet show with their thoughts 

what they want, and this in a divine SENSE, will this bundle of thoughts neutralise 

the negative ELEMENT like an enormous FORCE and peace will reign on Earth. 

Change will only then eventuate, when people realise the mistakes they make and 

realise that the power of the thoughts they send out into the world, is mix together 
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with negative ELEMENTS. Even if absolutely positive aspects flow into their 

thoughts, they are not adequate and the soul of the affected person will become ill 

just the same.   

 

 This can only be achieved through extensive instructions and this is why urgently 

need to bring it to the attention of the public and above all, the co-operation of as 

many people as possible. 

 

 We like to inform you further, that as far as wars on Earth are concerned, you should 

direct your thoughts more positively and not get caught up in the negative. Send a lot 

of inner LOVE into the world, so that human souls can absorb it to protect 

themselves spiritually from whatever befalls them. We direct these ENERGIES and 

they will make it possible that many ENERGY VIBRATIONS can bundle together. 

 

 What is important is that you remember, that thoughts are very powerful and that 

it is in your hands, whether your power of thought is positive or negative. Your 

souls absorb all of these VIBRATIONS! 

 

 We know that the daily news disturbs you and tears at your heart. We know that these 

reports trigger fear and that they are very hard for you to come to terms with. We 

know that you can be right at the scene of the battle thanks to your information media 

and that you recognise that whatever is happening there is the truth. It is hard for you 

to build up a PROTECTIVE SHIELD to safeguard yourselves from it. Nevertheless, 

try to convert your thoughts to positive ENERGIES, so these ENERGIES can go to 

where they are needed. It doesn’t help anyone, if you allow yourselves to carried 

away by your circumstances and to be destroyed inside by information about what is 

happening at these places. You cannot change it immediately, but you can contribute 

through your WORK with the LIGHT to set INDICATORS, to transform LIGHT 

into these areas. 

 

 We would like to ask you to close this meeting with a meditation on this theme, to 

release LIGHT ENERGIES, which will be guided by the ENTITIES around you. We 

close this meeting in the NAME of GOD and hope for you, that you recognise the 

true sense and the true belief and that you receive all those you do not know, in such 

a way, that you can receive them in LOVE and in the divine. 

 

 GREET THE LORD! 

 

 LUKAS 

 

EUPHENIUS :We also like to ask you to spend the next ten minutes thinking about what is now 

happening here on Earth, and to go towards it with positive ENERGIES. We need 

your help and your support to transform the LIGHT and divine LOVE into these 

SPHERES. We ask you to support this with good thoughts and hope that you’ll 

succeed in spending this week without one negative thought, because such thoughts 

are FOOD for all the negative ENTITIES, presently active here on Earth. 

 

 You have asked many questions, you now have to evaluate the answers yourself. 

They were real questions, which every soul must deal with; which way and which 

direction it will go and what their inner attitude is towards GOD. It is hard to grow 

spiritually in this godless world and to recognise, that there are VIBRATIONS, 
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which are brought here from completely different SPHERES. To make this conscious 

within you, in your hard, material world, renowned for its coldness, cruelty and 

rejection, is very difficult. But we still hope that we can open a DOOR of LIGHT, so 

you all can recognise that not everything is as hopeless as it may seem these days. 

 

 It is our wish for you, that your recognise your own LIGHT and that you can emanate 

it, to recognise that other entities and other human souls also carry this LIGHT within 

them and, that every soul, every creature on your planet is an imagine of GOD and a 

part of HIM. Recognise that all of you are connected with each other and in 

communication with GOD, the CREATOR. 

 

 We hope that we have given you an opportunity, to take a look into the SPHERE, 

which is closest to you. A SPHERE, which offers you refuge and in which you can 

realise yourselves, to overcome the spiritual deficiency, a demand you couldn’t 

satisfy on Earth. This PLANE is an important PLANE, because it comes closest to 

you fantasy and it offers security and also replaces to some extend your material 

world, namely the way you’d like to see it, through the eyes of a child. But consider: 

this PLANE is an illusion and serves to further the overall development of the soul. It 

is a PLANE of LIGHT, of COLOURS and ENERGY and it represents a STEP to 

further development, namely towards heightened ethereality and the final 

relinquishment of a physical body. This would be the next step. 

 

 We thank you for your VIBRATIONS and for the fact that we have found a place 

here, to hand down our messages for all souls on Earth. We hope that many will start 

their journey, to find the true realisation of existence within themself. Our hope for 

you during the coming week is that you do not disown your inner core and your true 

existence, but that you let radiate all that is within your heart. We envelop you in 

LOVE and in the LIGHT of GOD and guide you through all the highs and lows and 

all the fluctuations in between. We are your COMPANIONS and are pleased, that we 

were allowed to perform the task to escort you.  

 

 Pray for LIGHT and for your own PROTECTION, so that your are armed against 

anything you encounter every day. Your soul and your body are interconnected and 

depending on one another. Spare it and respect it, so your soul has a secure temple to 

reside in, to be able to grow here in the NAME of GOD. 

 

 It is our wish for you, that you realise, that you can decide over the ENERGIES you 

carry inside yourselves, whether they’ll be positive or negative ENERGIES. You are 

decidedly responsible for everything that is happening here on your planet. You are a 

part of the whole and collaborate, whether this planet will go into the BRIGHTNESS 

or into DARKNESS.  

  

 We close the meeting in the NAME of GOD and by embedding HIS divine LIGHT, 

which makes it possible for every soul to go its way. We thank the CREATOR, we 

thank JESUS CHRIST and the HOLY GHOST. 

 

 GREET THE LORD! 

  

EUPHENIUS and the TEAM 
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Participant :We thank you for your friendship and for the precious messages. 

 

________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

A peace meditation and the closing of the Chakras followed. 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Words from WHITE EAGLE: 

 

The BROTHERS of LIGHT stand very close to Earth and try all the time to reach you and to help 

you. But you must do your own work. We cannot take you experiences away from you, but we can 

only help to carry your burden. We would like to show you with great affection, how lovingly GOD 

always cares for you. Life’s circumstance you find your self in, are planned by a perfect and divine 

LAW and secure your growth and your higher development. 

 

All of you experience a kind of crucifixion and sometime the cross you have to bear seems 

altogether too heavy. But be reassured that the POWER of CHRIST within you is always capable to 

carry the cross for you, as if it didn’t exist. But you have to try hard to develop this divine LOVE in 

your heart until it can rise above the physical in triumph. 
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